
September 1st, 2017 

I’m going to preface the foreword I’ve written below with what Thomas wrote to me in an email. 

~Lynda Drake 

****************************** 

Thomas here. 

 A couple of notes: 

 The civil war is not "caused by the Democrats." Despite the Democrats being dismantled as a 

party, there are many pro-union Republicans who join the union side. The main reason, as far as I 

can tell, that the Democratic Party is dismantled is because there are more pro-union people 

within the Democratic Party. The Democratic Party doesn't start the civil war; it is mutually 

caused by the pro-union side and the anti-union side with the pro-union side more at fault. 

 The American Independent Party is more of an anti-establishment conglomeration of many 

different groups. It isn't really a super libertarian group although there are some libertarians in the 

group. It's more of the party that is anti-establishment whereas the Republicans are more pro-

cohesion. 

 The Hastening of the Work event and the great leaving from the Church may or may not overlap. 

I don't know. I saw them in different visions. I saw the great leaving is during a very short 

expanse of time while, at least I think, the fullness of the Hastening of the Work takes more time. 

 On the topic of schools, the school system becomes privatized. Old school buildings are still used, 

but the whole system is privatized. 

 Yellowstone does not erupt. There is concern that it will erupt, but it does not erupt. Some 

volcanoes go off around the Canada-US boarder, but Yellowstone does not go off. 



 For the "plague of fear," it is not that if you fear cancer, you will get cancer. It is more of that 

everyone gets random diseases seemingly out of nowhere. For example, for a lack of a better 

example, some virgins will get STD's even though they are virgins. This is unequivocally to say 

that God is in charge, and that man cannot comprehend all the things that the Lord can 

comprehend. But people don't turn back to God. 

 There is no "internet source" after the internet goes down before the 3 years of tribulation in the 

United States (although there is the "Internet 2" in China). There may be after the 3 years of 

tribulation end. The Omnipedia is a completely self-contained unit that contains anything you 

could ever need to know. It will also help you learn it. 

 Recreational drugs will not become legal, but laws will not be enforced regarding illegal drugs. 

You may be able to compare this enforcement of marijuana laws in states that legalized 

marijuana. There is minimal enforcement of drug laws during the 3 years of tribulation. 

Thanks! 

****************************** 

23 August 2017 

The following is a series of posts taken from LDSAVOW, and the dates range from August 2015, to 

about March 2017. The bulk of Dreamsofzion’s thread on Thomas’s visions and her (Dreamsofzion) 

daughter’s NDE is from August 2015. I say this because Dreamsofzion said then that her daughter saw 

Donald Trump was going to be president, and she was right. This fact carried a lot of weight with me. 

Perhaps it will with others, as well.  

This timeline may not sit well with some of you. I know you are all tired of living in Babylon, and it’s 

getting harder and harder to protect your children and survive spiritually in an ever-darkening world. We 



want the call out to be yesterday, and we hope that it is soon. Unfortunately, we still have the civil war to 

go through before then, according to Thomas.  

Regarding this civil war. Many people think that it will be all-encompassing, that it will swallow the 

nation, that it will be mob-rule. That time is indeed coming, but it will be later. It will be after the civil 

war. The only way a mob-rule situation can take hold is if things have collapsed entirely and people have 

become desperate. Desperate people do desperate things--they rage, they roam, they lose all sense of 

humanity, there is no law and they become laws unto themselves. In short, they become animals. That 

isn’t easy to do, in my opinion. Think of Abraham Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. The very bottom of the 

pyramid is basic needs—food, water, and the like. Above that, is psychological needs such as love, etc. 

Mankind only loses its ability to love if his or her basic needs aren’t being met, and the coming civil war 

won’t be severe enough to bring that about. And even if it did, how long would it take to go from the 

beginning of this war, to the nation swallowed by it? How long did it take Venezuela to devolve? A year? 

Two? I don’t know but it wasn’t a matter of months, I’m sure of that.  

This civil war is not the wholesale mob-rule scenario we are expecting. It will be limited—a matter of 

weeks, or perhaps months. Thomas didn’t see the year, but he did see that the war will begin in an August 

and by the beginning of the following year, it will have ended. I imagine the effect it will have on the 

nation will be like the effect that 9/11 had: Some will be directly affected, some indirectly. On 9/11 

people died and their loved ones grieved. That was a direct effect. Others were inconvenienced. For 

instance, my brother-in-law was away on a business trip and couldn’t fly home because the planes had 

been grounded. That was a direct effect as well, albeit a limited one. The rest of us watched in horror. We 

were shocked and we grieved but we still had to go to work, still had to pay bills, still had to do our 

normal, everyday tasks. We were affected indirectly. This will be the same with the coming civil war: It 

won’t erase the nation, but it will be bad and some will be affected directly and others indirectly.  

We know from Joseph Smith that this war will begin in Chicago and will be a result of a devaluation of 

the dollar. As far as I can tell, this happens as the result of an official decree, not inflation, which is a 



result of market forces. For some reason, the president—whether it’s President Trump or a future 

president—will feel it necessary to reduce the value of the dollar to save, or stimulate, the economy. 

Something will drive this decision; it won’t be enacted arbitrarily. I imagine beforehand we will start 

seeing reports of the coming devaluation of the dollar in the media. There will be discussions and rumors; 

it won’t take us unawares.  

Thomas goes further. He saw that the civil war will indeed begin in Chicago, but that one of the primary 

catalysts will be due to unions not having their contracts honored. We are seeing this playing out in 

Illinois today: The state owes millions in pension payments and cannot hope to pay that bill. The unions 

will try to be patient at first, but eventually the missing payments will reach into their personal lives and 

the pressure to do something will build. That’s when things will erupt. Remember, mankind doesn’t 

forget about love until its basic needs are no longer met. It will take time for that situation to unfold. 

Months? Years? Again, how long did it take Venezuela to implode?  

Dreamsofzion’s daughter saw 2020 and she saw that “things were bad and people were scared.” 

Dreamsofzion believes that maybe her daughter saw this civil war. This is conjecture only; however, 

Donald Trump has said on occasion that he felt the dollar was too strong. Will he devalue it? He may; he 

seems to be a man of his word, like him or hate him. He won’t do so without some support, I believe. He 

isn’t a dictator--no president is--and he can’t snap his fingers and make things happen; he must answer to 

others in government, and to the American people. It’s how our system works. No. Donald Trump won’t 

just decide one day to devalue the dollar without any concrete reasoning behind this decision. It will be 

because of events that will lead the nation to that day, that decision.  

The greatest events spoken of by the Holy Prophets will come along so naturally as the consequences of 

certain causes, that unless our eyes are enlightened by the Spirit of God, and the spirit of revelation rests 

upon us, we will fail to see that these are the events predicted by the Holy Prophets. 

George Q. Cannon, Journal of Discourses, Vol 21, p. 264 



Preceding this war, Democrats will do what Democrats do best, and that is to stir up trouble. They will 

come out in support of the unions. I imagine there will be a lot of shrill arguing taking place on CNN and 

other news networks, and the mainstream news publications won’t be much better. Democrats will call 

for blood, not peace, and after the civil war Democrats will be reviled because of it. They will cease to 

exist as a party and the Republican Party will be the new liberal party (no surprise there). This is when we 

will see the rise of another party, and it will be the Independent Party, for the most part made up of 

anyone who isn’t a Republican and who believes in absolute liberty. Dreamsofzion says that it won’t have 

the official name of the Independent American Party, just the Independent Party. Perhaps “Independent 

American Party” will be a sort of nickname, in the same way that the Republican Party is also known as 

the GOP (Grand Old Party). Time will tell.  

Before the civil war, and most likely overlapping it, will be a hastening of the work, a sort of sifting of the 

wheat and tares. Many people will join the church, and many people will leave. One of the biggest 

reasons for this is because of the gay issue—it will have a tremendous polarizing effect on the church, and 

will likely bring about persecution both from inside the church and outside of it. The worst persecutors 

will be former members, in my opinion. After all, it’s been said that those who leave the church cannot 

leave it alone. There are many today who are lukewarm in their faith. These will have to make a choice. 

There will be no more fence-sitting; the hysteria will be too fierce.  

Another polarizing issue will be regarding conspiracy theories, and I admit this has me stumped. What 

conspiracy theories? And why will these theories matter to people? Regardless, they will matter and the 

church leadership will be forced to address and debunk these theories—this won’t sit well with some.  

The LDS faith isn’t the only faith that will witness a hastening and sifting. All Christian churches will. 

You will have to decide whether you are for Christ or against him, and all churches will be faced with this 

decision.  



The coming hard times will speed things along and reveal people’s underlying character. When we are 

deprived of what matters, as well as what doesn’t matter—what is merely distraction--we are left with 

only our spirituality, our sense of right and wrong, our relationship with God, and what life truly means. 

Some, when the coming challenges strip away the superficial, will discover God. Others will blame God 

and will become filled with hate, and the result will be so severe that the righteous will reach a point 

where they can no longer interact with the wicked, even in a business sense—the righteous will have to 

work with one another; the wicked will be too dishonest and uncaring. In this way, the coming trials will 

be a blessing of sorts: The righteous will draw closer together and, more importantly, will draw closer to 

God, and we will witness miracles. The coming trials, as a result, will be both glorious and terrible, 

depending on which master we choose to serve.  

To sum all this up, and there are more details in the posts, first comes the hastening of the work, and 

while this is happening, the civil war takes place as a result of union clashes and the devaluing of the 

dollar.  

After the civil war, the homosexuality issue will no longer be as important; only the economy and 

national debt will be. Steps will be taken to ease the financial burden on the United States including the 

closure of schools. Will this be all schools? Who knows? Many schools are locally funded through tax 

dollars and don’t receive federal money, though some are designated Title IV schools and do receive 

federal funding. Perhaps the Title IV schools will be the first to fold, and others will follow suit thereafter. 

Many parents will put their children in private schools, others will homeschool, and still others will let 

their children roam with no schooling provided at all. I imagine that the civil war will hurt the economy 

terribly and set up conditions that will lead to school closures and other, equally desperate, measures. 

Certainly, the areas where the fighting will be the most intense will suffer the most economically. 

At least two years after the civil war and all the chaos and death it brings comes what Dreamsofzion calls 

the Days of Destruction. This is a three-month period that lasts from January through March when great 

natural disasters occur. There are a number of volcanic eruptions during this time, including an eruption 



of the Yellowstone caldera, though this will not be the large eruption that people fear. It will be much 

smaller in scope but will be notable. More details are in the posts.  

Immediately after the Days of Destruction is the year of plagues—the first year of tribulation--and it runs 

from April to March. There will be two plagues. The first brought by a meteor or comet, the other of 

unknown origin. The comet will not be unexpected; people will see it and know it’s coming. I admit, the 

idea of a comet bringing a virus or bacteria seemed farfetched. The conditions in outer space are harsh. 

But there are organisms that exist on earth that can withstand very extreme conditions, and can be 

dormant for a long time. The concept of an infectious organism arriving via a comet or meteor is called 

panspermia. It’s possible, in my opinion, that the comet doesn’t bring the infectious agent, rather, it could 

set up conditions for an organism already on earth to mutate or somehow be released. Again, time will 

tell. But it will be an unusual plague. Something not see before. And it won’t be noticed until it reaches 

Indianapolis.  

The other plague is one of fear. Now, I don’t understand this at all, and I wonder if Thomas didn’t 

interpret the vision of this later plague correctly (he was only about fourteen at the time) or if his 

information is limited somehow, but Thomas says that if you fear cancer, you will get cancer. If you fear 

AIDS you will contract AIDS. Because this is so strange and not even conceivable at the moment, this is 

a part of Thomas’s vision that should be put on the back burner, so to speak. We should just wait and 

watch and not throw this out entirely. It may be that information is missing or it will all play out in an 

unexpected way. Don’t doubt: just watch.  

The following year—the second year of tribulation--is when the call out takes place, and this too runs 

from April to March. This is the year of mobs and is the time when internal strife will swallow the nation. 

There will be a breakdown of society during this time and we will have to gather together for our survival. 

Charities will be heavily involved in the call out. In fact, it may be that charities are the catalyst for it. 

Dreamsofzion says that charities will approach the church saying they (the charities) can’t help anyone 

anymore and they need the church’s help (That isn’t to imply that the church won’t be helping others. Of 



course, they will, but they’ll be helping a different set of people than the people the charities will be 

helping). This may spur the church into greater action—prayer and discussion and thought--regarding a 

call out. I believe the church is currently aware that a call out will be needed at some point, but they may 

not be feeling any urgency about it at the moment. If the call out is still several years away, why would 

they have a sense of hurry at this point? Remember that the Cardston vision speaks of the church 

preparing quietly but quickly, implying that preparations will largely be done in a small amount of time. 

It’s very possible that when charities approach the church for help, that’s when the general authorities 

will receive full revelation of what’s to be done. This could also explain why some general authorities are 

saying there won’t be a call out. There won’t be one now. There will be one later. The general authorities 

just haven’t been commanded yet. This is my opinion, only. But charities will be involved in this and not 

all of the property used will be church-owned. Some property will be supplied by the charities involved.  

The third year of tribulation is when we are invaded by China and Russia, and like the previous two years, 

this one runs from April to March. I don’t have any information beyond what has already been discussed 

in the posts below.  

Because this is already several pages long I’ll briefly mention some other things. This is in no particular 

order--just a list of random information that Thomas has seen. 

The Ten Tribes  

 They currently reside on another planet and they have kept themselves separate as a people from 

the other inhabitants of this planet. They have not lost the knowledge of who they are and what 

their future role is.  

 They land in the Northernmost part of the planet. How? Unknown at this point. They don’t arrive 

in a ship, however.  

 They are wonderful farmers.  



 They don’t have the same technological leanings that we do. Rather, they are adept at seeing 

patterns between things that seem to have no connection. I imagine their ability to sense patterns 

and connections is what makes them such good farmers: they know what affects what and how to 

use this knowledge to the best advantage.  

 They do a great deal to further genealogy. 

 They are very tall. About seven feet tall.  

 They travel to Salt Lake City to hand over their genealogy to the church.  

 They find sources of water and open artesian wells that cause the desert to bloom. There will be a 

lake in Nevada that will be called Rose Lake because from the air the lake will be in the shape of 

a rose.  

 They have some sort of technology regarding sound. Sonar? They can project sound.  

Future Technology 

 Things will become digitized. Paperless will become more and more standard.  

 Because pornography will become so prevalent and such a problem, phones will become simpler, 

without access to the Internet. 

 The Internet will be so saturated with pornography that the righteous will develop another 

Internet source. This will be called Omnipedia and there will be great strides in education. 

Omnipedia will be able to learn how you learn and can tailor lessons to your style of learning.  

 The Chinese will develop a type of Internet. It won’t work well and won’t be used widely. They 

are currently working on an Internet that is a sort of quantum Internet. It’s supposed to be very 

secure but slow, and isn’t likely to be preferred by the average user.  



 Weapons will be developed that can self-aim. They will never miss their target because of this 

ability. 

 Recreational drugs will become legal and inexpensive. There will be a new street drug called 

Pixie.  

 The human genome will be fully mapped. It’s about ninety-eight percent mapped now and the 

other two percent is on hold awaiting better technology.  

 Technology will be developed that allows housing to be built in factories. Not manufactured 

homes. Something new. The homes will be affordable and can be built very quickly.  

A final note. Dreamsofzion states numbers and percentages in absolutes, without qualifying words such as 

“almost” or “approximately.” This has caused some confusion to some on AVOW who want to know 

where Dreamsofzion is getting her numbers. How can she be so certain of the numbers she writes of? The 

truth is, she doesn’t know exact numbers. I asked her specifically about this because I didn’t want others 

to be confused about this, either. So, when you see Dreamsofzion writing something like 50% or fifteen 

thousand, keep in mind that these are approximate numbers, not exact.  

I hope all of this helps to clarify things. If you have questions you can email me at 

mirabellarose@outlook.com and I’ll forward your questions to Dreamsofzion. Be sure to read read 

through this document, however. It’s likely your question may already have been addressed.  

--Lynda Drake 

****************************** 

Posted fall 2015 at LDSAVOW.com 

Thomas’s visions 



Thomas is a pen name for a close member of my family. Thomas is twenty years old (2015) and 

currently on a mission. He was born in the covenant in 1995 and grew up in Tucson, AZ. He was 

homeschooled all his life. Through hard work he graduated from high school at fourteen and was easily 

accepted to many colleges. He also loves music and enjoys writing songs and has had some published. He 

loves singing, dancing and martial arts. When he was twelve he decided on his own that video games 

were a negative influence and quit playing them cold turkey. He to this day won't play them even with his 

friends. He also is very sensitive to television and movies. He has walked out on more than one PG 

movie. When he was fourteen he was ordained a teacher. As part of that blessing he was told that he 

would have administering of angels, visions, and visitation of angels. The wording was that “he would” 

not that he could. His mother was alarmed by the wording and asked the bishop about it. He told her not 

to worry about it, that the wording was correct. Two years later Thomas went to his father and told him 

that he had had visions and visitations by many angels. He was worried because he tried to test one angel 

by asking him to shake hands and was told he was not ready for that yet. He asked his father if he could 

set up an appointment with the Stake President. His father set up an appointment immediately. The Stake 

President talked to Thomas. He told him and his father not to worry about it that he had expected this and 

many other youths were also having visions. After this, Thomas began to share some of his visions with 

his parents.  

Some other things that he shared during this time were that he was going on his mission early. 

His parents understood that he was anxious to serve a mission. His mother looked up to see when the last 

time the church lowered the age of missionaries. It was in the 1930’s. His mother knew the only other 

way he could serve early was if his father got called as a mission president which seemed unlikely. He 

also said that Tucson, AZ, would get a temple. That seemed unlikely because Arizona just build two new 

temples: The Phoenix and Gilbert temples. He was adamant that it would happen soon. In October 2012, 

it was announced that the missionary age was lowered and Tucson was going to get a temple. His family 

was stunned. 



He had some negative experiences too that made him reluctant to share with people. Soon after he 

talked to the Stake President, he shared some of his visions with a girl he liked. She was the daughter of 

local bishop. She became very angry and cut off all contact with him. This has repeated itself with adults. 

When some adults hear of his visions, they wonder who he is that he should have visions and not them. 

He has been careful since then to only share to trusted friends and a few family members. I understand 

that is common.  

Before Thomas left on his mission he sat down with some of his family members and shared his 

visions. He was first shown a few months before the Tribulations and then identified three years of 

Tribulation in the United States. As his family asked him questions he would go and inquire of the Lord 

and receive more details. For example, he knew there was a second civil war before the Tribulation but 

until he inquired of the Lord he was given no details. He was often given in which month(s) events would 

happen but never the year. He was given a very detailed chronological order. He wrote down some 

extensive notes and left them with his family. When they were shown to my husband, he thought he 

would try to organize them. When shown his events organized, Thomas said the sequence was correct, 

but he couldn't verify years in which things happened. 

I had read some books and saw some videos about signs in the heavens. My husband thought we 

had enough information to tie Thomas’s sequence to celestial events. There were amazing correlations. 

Some of you on AVOW have received parts of this work in progress. As my husband worked on this 

timeline we would have more questions and write Thomas and he would send us answer. Recently 

Thomas said it may be time to share more of his visions on AVOW, if he could use a pen name to protect 

his privacy. Hence Thomas! I will start in chronological order in future posts. 

I'm familiar with others’ visions and dreams discussed on AVOW, and frankly I see no major 

conflicts. Please accept these visions for what they are. I can't and won't defend them, but perhaps I can 

get more details. I welcome comments and feedback, but…be cool/nice! 



************************** 

I have heard most of the arguments for Tribulation starting in September. Frankly, they convince 

me but I know people that have seen the future and I believe them and I also believe my own gut. I also 

know that lots has to happen before the Tribulation hits: economic chaos, second civil war, wicked need 

to get more wicked (I know, yuck!), righteous will get more righteous, plagues, etc.  

My daughter had a NDE and she saw 2020. She said that we do have a new president, not Obama 

and not Hillary. He was a white male. Last night she picked him out of the 2016 lineup. Sorry, she won't 

let me tell you. She said he aged considerably in the future and had white hair. He was speaking on TV 

and you could tell he was emotionally worn out. She said everyone in the United States was scared and 

things were really, really bad in the United States. She said the technology was amazing. She said 

everything was computerized, there was no paper.  

At some point in the future, the US dollar will no longer be the world currency. It is possible that 

the stock market may take a nose dive, maybe not. Nobody will really realize that the US is in terrible 

financial trouble until the new president takes office in 2017. When the new president takes office, they 

will discover that Obama had been hiding the truth for a while. The US government will have to enact 

drastic measures to save the country. They will end welfare and all, or most, entitlements. States will be 

broke, too and try to end union contracts. This will eventually lead to civil war. Then we will have several 

(“several” means more than two but not many) years of prosperity. Manufacturing will come back to the 

United States. The righteous will become wealthy and wicked will just party like tomorrow they die. Porn 

is everywhere and in everything. Gross! Great technology will be developed during this time. The two 

people I know who have seen the future they talk on and on about how incredible the technology is in the 

future.  

Question: To those who have seen these things in NDE's, etc., didn't they say that directly after 

the gathering is when we are invaded by foreign troops?  



If that is true, it seems to me we will be here for everything leading up to that point. This implies 

that the depression that makes the first one look like a Sunday picnic, the persecution, the chipping, the 

riots and civil chaos, maybe the plagues, etc. will all happen before we leave, because after the invasion 

it's just all-out war for the survival of our nation. There won't be government imposed chipping and 

buying and selling when the entire nation is being invaded from every corner. 

If I remember that correctly. I distinctly remember Sarah Menet, or Julie, or somebody saying 

they saw the foreign troops invade just weeks after we are called out to places of refuge. 

Any thoughts or quotes on that? Does that even make any sense?  

I have read all the visions. My opinion is that all the visions lump things together. There are many 

different events that happen that they don't separate. I have tried to explain this many times but most 

people still think it is one event not many. I will try to separate them. 

1. Dollar devalued. Obama is able to keep most economic damage hidden until the new president 

takes office. After a time, things become really bad. Unions make it worse. They demand that their 

contracts are honored. States and cities go bankrupt. Welfare checks end, leading to riots and burning of 

cities.  

Since I have started posting I have talked to my family member. He decided that the time is right 

to share his visions. We thought of a pen name for him, Thomas. By giving him a pen name we can talk 

more plainly. I will start a new thread and start from the beginning of visions so it will be less confusing. 

Look for a thread, in the next few days called, “Thomas's Visions.” 

However, I'll try to answer your specific questions and define some terms. I'd also like some 

definitions from you: 



First of all, Thomas doesn't define “Tribulation” or the phrase “Times of Tribulation.” He simply 

states there will be three years of Tribulation in North America and then defines the source of that 

Tribulation: 

"The first year of Tribulation, which represents the year of plagues." 

"The second year of Tribulation, which represents the year of internal destructions (mobs and 

gangs) and the first year in tent cities." 

"The third year of Tribulation, which represents the year of destructions externally (WW3) and 

the second year of tent cities." 

He elsewhere defines "internal destruction" as destruction by mobs and gangs and "destruction 

externally" as destruction by foreign troops, particularly from Russia and China. He also says that each of 

these three years runs from April through March. He says the gathering or call out is in March (the last 

month) of the first year of Tribulation, after two plagues have run their course and things seem to be 

getting back to normal and even looking up. 

Second, sorry, but I coined the phrase "Days of Destruction." Thomas doesn't even like that one. 

He says "The destruction of cities previous to Tribulation.... this happens during January to March." 

Again, elsewhere he describes this three-month period during which many cities in North America are 

destroyed by natural disasters. In particular, New York (earthquakes), Boston (tidal wave), Dallas (giant 

hail), Albany (arson fire), Atlanta (hurricanes), Los Angeles (fire), Phoenix (fire), and many others. Other 

cities, especially Chicago, San Diego, and Detroit are left desolate several years earlier by the civil war 

and never come back. One great destruction during this time is the great "Southwest Wildfire." It 

consumes forests en masse through California and Arizona and includes the destruction of Los Angeles 

and Phoenix by fire. The first year of Tribulation starts immediately after this. 

I don't place economic problems under Tribulation. As long the righteous are subject to the devil's 

economy, I think they will always have economic problems. 



Thomas mentions economic problems, but usually in conjunction with other events. For example, 

he mentions the civil war starting in Chicago after the dollar is devalued. In this instance, if the dollar 

were supplanted as the preferred world currency, the dollar would certainly be devalued, perhaps by as 

much as 50%. Initially, that would only affect imports; it probably wouldn't be fully felt by most of us for 

many months. Thomas says that the dollar will never be worth nothing. 

Lastly, I keep hearing/seeing the phrase "our economy fails." I'm not sure I know what that 

means. Our economy rises and falls, with emphasis on falls in the future as the next bubbles burst. Many 

"assets" will become worthless, and things will get bad, with higher and higher prices and more and more 

shortages. But, with each dip, many will see economic opportunities which cause small recoveries. 

Thomas says our economy never fails completely, even when the mobs and gangs take over. There will 

always be buying and selling, trading and bartering, and "money" of some sort will be there to facilitate 

things. 

 Question: This is a very good point you make. My thoughts? The destruction is going to be so 

severe and un-survivable in your areas, that the only option will be for you and all the righteous who 

follow the Holy Spirit will be to flee before the destruction comes. Julie Rowe saw a vast migration in her 

NDE of people fleeing from the East, stopping in the Midwest to rest, then to move on to the west.  

I think the East Coast will be wiped out by tsunami, nuclear blasts, invading armies, amongst other 

destructions. 

 Okay this makes me crazy. There will be many separate events and people lump them into one 

event.  

Second Civil War- several years before Days of Destruction and Tribulation (August). Most of the 

slaughter happens in the northeast. Nuclear bomb ends war. Massive deaths! I would leave the northeast 

after this event. Won't be safe for righteous.  



1. Days of Destruction-starts months before the Tribulation (January through March). Fires, 

volcanos, floods, tidal waves, and earthquakes all over the United States. The Rocky Mountains 

will be relatively safer. Righteous will flee to this area. The New Madrid fault will go off. Sorry 

to say, most of you in the Midwest will have to leave, too. Boston will be destroyed by tidal 

wave. Most of the eastern ports will be destroyed during this time, too. West Coast will have 

terrible fires and earthquakes and volcanoes.  

2. Days of Plagues (first year of Tribulation)-starts in spring. Two devastating plagues will sweep 

the land. No place will save you. Only faith and the priesthood will help. 

3. First call out (second year of Tribulation) starts in spring (March). Not everyone is going to tent 

cities. Some will stay in their towns, or blocks, most will go to tent cities. All the righteous will 

be called. LDS by prophet. Other righteous by dreams (see, dreams are important). All cities in 

United States will fall within three weeks of call out except Salt Lake City. Huge locusts eat 

everything alive in the Midwest. Not even a blade of grass is left.  

4. Invasion by Chinese and Russians (second year of Tribulation into the third year) thirteen-month 

war. Many tent cities consolidate and become cities of light.  

5. Ten Tribes return 

There are two events that I think will cause most righteous to leave the northeast and Midwest. First is 

the second civil war and those that are left will leave during Days of Destructions. Movement will be 

difficult after the days of plagues or first year of Tribulation. Most states and cities will close their 

borders. There will be a large tent city by the Great Lakes but that is the only one that is invaded by 

Russians and all are slaughtered. I don't know if that one is LDS. The largest tent city in the south will be 

in east Texas. Unfortunately, they will have to deal with a massive number of hungry people out of the 

south.  



My point in making this post is that there will be many opportunities to leave the east when the time 

is right. When it is time to leave, leave! The only reason I am breaking down the events is so people will 

recognize them. We each have individual missions. There are good reasons people are in the east: family, 

jobs, church service...don't move if that is where the Lord needs you now. I think most righteous will 

leave the east and south after the second civil war but I don't know the mind of God. Often AVOW 

members are so afraid of safety that they ignore where the Lord needs them now. We pick our poison. If 

we chose physical safety in the future, we may forfeit economic safety and spiritual blessing for our 

family now. 

1. Second civil war starts in Chicago (August). South against the northeast. Very bloody- about 

twenty-percent (of the cities involved) are killed. You will not have a choice. If you are in the 

conflict state, you will have to hide or take up a gun against your neighbor. This war starts out as 

a protest against unions but soon is a war against all grudges. Mobs go house-to-house killing in 

the end. If you are the wrong religion, or political party, or race, you are in danger. The Northeast 

tries to set off a nuclear bomb in Texas. They are stopped. Finally, the South sets off a nuclear 

bomb in Detroit. This ends the war. The rest of the world is shocked that we would set off a bomb 

on our own lands. We lose our position as a world power. The rest of world is disgusted with us. 

2. Since the Intermountain area is able to stay out of the second civil war they are positioned to be 

the center of technological advances. The righteous prosper and become more righteous. The 

wicked get more wicked. During this period, much of the overseas business come back to the US. 

Roughly fifty-percent of Utah Mormons leave the church. Great Apostasy from all churches but 

also great missionary work takes place, too. This is several years (Not much more than two). 

3. Missionaries are called home. 

4. Days of Destructions (January to March) - All over the US for about three months. Earthquakes, 

floods, and every natural disaster happen all over the US. Similar to the disasters that happened in 



The Book of Mormon. New York is destroyed by several earthquakes. The buildings fall like 

dominos. People have to walk out of NY. Boston is destroyed by a tidal wave. Dallas by hail 

storm. Washington state by earthquakes and volcanos. Seattle becomes an island and people 

move inland. California by fire and earthquakes and tidal waves. New Madrid fault goes off and 

destroys the Midwest. People go from cities to towns trying to find safety. Again, the 

Intermountain area is one of the safer places but no area is spared. 

5. Immediately after the Days of Destruction the plagues start (Runs April to March). There are 

three plagues. The first plagues are brought by a meteor. It is the blue dot plague. The body can't 

use oxygen correctly and you suffocate. About fifteen-percent of the population die from this 

plague. It starts on the east Coast and once it hits the West Coast it sweeps back across the 

country. Texas fairs better than most of the country because they lock down their borders. The 

next plague is very strange. It makes people think that we were intentionally poisoned. People are 

sick with a strange illness and the faithful are healed by priesthood blessing and prayers of faith. 

Approximately another ten-percent are killed by this plague. By December, these plagues end. 

Everyone is amazed that we survived. The wicked are happy that they have temporary riches 

because of insurance and inheritances. The righteous are slightly stunned that there are so many 

wicked left.  

6. Call out happens in the spring (March). The church knows that the president of the United States 

has died in his bunker from poison water. Also, most or all of his cabinet, Congress, and the 

government has died. Most people think since we have survived the first two plagues we can 

survive the president dying. They don't realize how devastating this is. America is dead. Within 

three weeks only one city stands: Salt Lake City. The only reason Salt Lake City stands is not 

because it is righteous but because of the church records. Once the records leave Salt Lake City, it 

will fall too. The mobs and gangs take over every city. They know about the tent cities but are too 

busy looting and killing that they pretty much leave the tent cities alone. Members of the church 



are called out by the prophet. Other churches are warned in dreams to gather to tent cities. They 

are very surprised that the camps have been set up by the church. The third plague hits while 

saints are in tent cities. This is a plague of white spots. It sounds like a weaponized smallpox but I 

am not sure. This could be intentional. The saints escape most of this but it is devastating to the 

rest of the United States. 

7. Later part of the first year of tent cities the Chinese and Russian invade. The Chinese and 

Russians aren't even sure the US still exists. Nobody has heard from America in almost a year. 

Russians nuke Washington DC, and Chinese nuke Los Angeles. It is more for show because only 

the mobs are left in the cities. It really is a blessing that the Chinese and Russian arrive because 

the mobs were getting ready to destroy the cities of light. Chinese land in west Coast and 

Russians in the east Coast and Alaska. The Russians are more wicked than the Chinese. The mobs 

are more violent than the Chinese or Russians expect. There are huge deaths on both side. The 

East Coast has tribes of people. The South has almost starved to death. Florida is lined with 

bodies. They do set off an EMP but most of the electricity has been off for a while. Doesn't affect 

the saints. Heavy deaths on both sides. Saints do fight but in a very limited way. There are a few 

big battles. The tent cities consolidate and some become cities of light. 

8. Third year--second year of tent cities--the Ten Tribes land. I now believe that the thirteen-month 

war is also WW3. I know that Australia is almost completely destroyed by the Chinese. I also 

know that the British people try to stand with the US but they take heavy casualties. Ten Tribes 

wipe out Chinese in Washington state and march down to Utah and wipe out mobs on the way. 

The Chinese and Russians just leave because of problems in their own lands. They probably think 

they can come back later and finish the job. Some Chinese stay and are converted to the gospel. 

Some of these Chinese decide to go home and teach the gospel to their families. Those Chinese 

that decide to go home and teach the gospel to their families are the only Chinese that make it 

home. 



9. At the end of these three years there are twelve million righteous (saints and other righteous) and 

ten million Ten Tribes = twenty-two million left. 

We plant food for the hordes that are coming and build Zion. My family member was only shown the 

three years of Tribulation and some of the second civil war so I don't have any more details past this. 

It is really difficult to add all the details I know. I wanted to keep my answer simple so people 

wouldn't get too confused. I thought I would try to answer some questions people asked me. 

FEMA Camps 

FEMA camps are everywhere during the Days of Destruction. FEMA tries to keep people in these 

camps to try to keep order. These camps never really go away. After the call out, some try to find 

protection in FEMA camps but after the righteous leave these camps are almost concentration camps. 

After the food is gone, it is a mob riot.  

Will food not be available during the first plague? 

The stores are open but you are only allowed to spend two hundred dollars each shopping day to 

prevent cleaning out the stores or hoarding. You also have an employee that goes through the store with 

you and takes the food off the shelves. But the ability to stay in your house away from a gathering place 

may give you an edge. After the first wave of the first plague goes through the country, many people 

travel and the second wave hits the US.  

What causes so many people to leave the church? 

A. Gay issues--this is huge.  

B. Conspiracy theories will take hold as wickedness increases. 



C. Lack of faithfulness. You will no longer to stand if you are lukewarm. You must have the 

Spirit as your constant companion or you won't be able to withstand the persecution in every 

part of our society.  

Political Parties 

Soon, in the next few years, the Democratic Party will disappear. It might even happen this election. 

The Independent American Party will rise and will be very conservative. The Republican Party will be the 

more liberal party. Many Democrats will be slaughtered in the second civil war. Admitting you are a 

Democrat will be like admitting you are a Nazi after WWII; the Democrats will take the side of the 

unions.  

Woman and Children 

Woman will walk away from their families in large numbers. This is a huge sign that the country is 

rotten in iniquity. There will be tons of abandoned children. Some of the abandoned children may come 

from the civil war, when their parents were killed. Many children will be adopted by saints. Some slip 

into gang life. What makes this worse is when our country gets into terrible financial trouble public 

education stops (lack of funding). Truthfully, many parents do nothing to educate their children 

themselves. They let the kids run wild. Some do put them in boarding schools, only later to abandon them 

there. If your children go to public school now, please have some books in storage for this time. 

I tried to keep this simple. I know more detail but it is easier to answer questions. I forget that people 

don't know all the details in my head so I would be happy to answer questions. 

Thomas's visions Current- Fall 2015 to After Second Civil War 

Events in the Church: 

“Hastening the Work” - As the result of this new missionary effort, there is a great influx of new 

converts into the Church. This continues for several years. (Note that the main impact of this program is 



strengthening the Lord’s army on the other side. Hosts of spirits there have been converted and are 

anxiously awaiting a family member here to be converted so their temple work can be done. Thus 

empowered, they can be far greater warriors against the adversary and his minions.) 

The Great Apostasy: Around half (fifty-percent) of long-time members leave Church. 

(Percentage in Utah much higher.) Caused by the gay issue, political problems, and other factors. 

(Perhaps some precipitated by developments/announcements in conferences. For example, an Apostle in a 

conference talk will debunk many prevailing conspiracy theories.) Many apostates become vocal 

adversaries, causing much persecution. This doesn't just happen in the LDS church but in all churches. All 

churches see masses leave their churches but also a large influx of new members. The Native American 

tribes also experience a cleansing.  

A very conservative, white male is elected in 2016. We might see the Independent American Party 

make an appearance too. After the civil war, there is no more Democrat Party. Saying you are a Democrat 

after the civil war is similar to saying you are a Nazi after WWII.  

Thomas says, "I don't know the time frame of the civil war. I don't know if the civil war could happen 

in 2017, and I figure that it won't happen in the next two months (August to September 2015)." He did see 

the civil war happen in the month of August. 

I asked him when and how does the US get out of debt. Thomas said, "The US gets out of the debt 

after the worldwide economic collapse. Americans buy property in China. Then the US Government 

trades Chinese property for American property. The U.S. then uses Chinese property sold to Chinese 

creditors to pay of U.S. debts. The government also reduces to below minimal functioning to pay off debt. 

The U.S. doesn't fully get out of debt until the end of the first year of Tribulation. That's why the 

economy is left to collapse." 



By the time the new president takes office in 2017 he discovers the financial truth. Afterwards, his 

administration and Congress enact drastic measures to save the economy. The measures should work but 

they don’t because of the wickedness of our population. Welfare ends and all entitlements end, as well. 

Riots break out, mainly in the Northeast. These protesters are egged on by the pro-union groups (many 

Democrats). States and cities go bankrupt, partly because of inflated union contracts. Thomas says this is 

what he saw: “I saw that unions start riots in Chicago, and they raid the state capitol building. They 

threaten to do it again, and so anti-union people gather, but then more union people join because of that. 

Other cities get up-roared over the issues, and the first fights break out, being blown out of proportion by 

both sides, and the world descends into destruction.” The South gets fed up. Chicago does something that 

Texas feels goes too far. The South, led by Texas, travels to Chicago to stage a protest. A Texas’s tank is 

destroyed. Chicago’s mayor is killed. The second civil war starts. States take sides. If you are in any of 

these states, you will take up arms for your state. New Mexico and Colorado take sides with the unions. 

New Mexico is one of the first cities destroyed but Arizona helps to rebuild it afterwards. All of the 

Northeast and Midwest states take up arms with the pro-unions. California is mostly on the pro-union side 

but it is a mixed bag and fighting in this state is limited. Silicon Valley is damaged. After the civil war, 

Utah becomes the new Silicon Valley. All new technologies come out of this area. The Southern states 

are led by Texas. The war starts out as a pro-union/anti-union conflict but quickly escalates to any old 

grudges. Companies are destroyed. General Motors, Target, and Bank of America and many others never 

come back. The internet is damaged, never to really come back again. After the civil war porn on the 

internet is such a huge problem that the righteous stay away from it. China tries to introduce an internet II 

(quantum internet) but it never really works correctly and has limited abilities (It’s slow, for one thing). 

Righteous members do create a replacement but is never widely known.  

If you are the wrong religion, skin color, or political party you are targeted. In the end, people are 

going house-to-house and slaughtering everyone they come in contact with. The federal government has 

no power to stop the war. Thomas says, "When the civil war happens, the military stays out of it because 



of "politics.’” But eventually the army joins both sides of the fight. After the civil war, the government is 

extremely libertarian, and the government's military is very small along with all other organizations." The 

Northeast tries to set off a nuclear bomb in Texas. It is stopped but the South feels the Northeast has gone 

too far and successfully detonate a nuclear bomb in Detroit, the Northeast surrenders. The rest of the 

world is shocked that the US would set off a nuclear bomb on its own soil. They also are shocked that we 

would take part in such a bloody conflict in modern times. The world loses respect for the US. We 

officially cease being the world power.  

Because of the wicked slaughter of so many, the wicked become more wicked. No one discusses the 

civil war after it happens because you never know what side people fought on. Everyone is secretly afraid 

that the civil war will start again.  

After the civil war, the president is able to work out a deal to get the US completely out of debt. Some 

of the money comes from the prosperity that takes place after. Manufacturing comes back to the US. 

Everyone works. The US is in a depression but righteous prosper. Amazing technological advances take 

place. Some strange things are that cell phones get simpler because porn is such a terrible problem. Also, 

identity theft is a huge problem. 

The government holds together until the call out. Actually, the president dies along with most of the 

government in a bunker from poisoned water. There will only be one US city that stands after the call out. 

That will be Salt Lake City, because of the brethren and church records, not because of Salt Lake’s 

righteousness. The government has lots of problems before and after the civil war. The civil war is very 

short, several months, not years. At first the civil war is almost a mob vs. unions. Then it is city vs. city 

then state vs. state. The Army tries to stay out of it but then is forced to join both sides. Not all states are 

involved. The Rocky Mountains stay out of it. The states and cities where unions are the strongest are the 

worst. The federal government has a lot of problems reining in the bloodshed. There is a time when if you 

are in a certain state, they will put a gun in your hand and tell you, you are pro-union or anti-union. It is 

towards the very end of the war. The pro-union side tries to set off a nuclear bomb in Texas. That is 



thwarted. The anti-union realized that they must stop the pro-union side and sets off a nuke in Detroit. 

This ends the war. We never again are a world power. The rest of the world thinks the US has gone too 

far.  

Those that need to flee to Zion flee later during the Tribulation. After, the Tribulation ends in the 

United States. Remember, the Tribulation lasts only three years in the United States. Zion is established in 

a year. Every piece of land that can be farmed will be farmed. Luckily for us, the Ten Tribes are amazing 

farmers. Righteous people from all over the planet will flock to Zion. This is where the prophecy that 

those that won't fight their neighbor must flee to Zion (The Tribulation must begin in the US first so that 

Zion can be built; otherwise, there would be no Zion for the rest of the world to flee to when their 

Tribulation hits). 

I hope I explained that well enough. I am sure it is different for individuals but I think when people 

are shown dreams or visions they are shown events. They may or may not be told there is a space between 

events. For example: race riots, war, plagues, famine. They may report those four things but not know or 

not mention that there is several months or years between events. They all happen in the future but not all 

at the same time (And they don’t affect everyone equally).  

Feds will be involved. The army tries to stay out of it but can't and joins the fighting on both sides. 

This is a very out-of-control war. It is a terrible thing to set off a nuclear bomb on your own lands. It starts 

out as a war about unions and anti-union. People are already upset about the disaster of the economy. It 

quickly turns into a war about all old grudges. If you are the wrong color, political party, religion...watch 

your back. I picture Rednecks against the Liberals. Twenty-percent of our population dies. Fewer died in 

the first civil war. Does that tell you something about how terrible this war is? 

We are in the process of moving but I know many people have written me and wanted more of 

Thomas's visions. I found a letter he wrote me that is a general overview in his own words. I will work on 



writing more detailed accounts but I thought this might hold people for a while. If you ask questions I will 

forward them.  

There are six important events that I saw: 

1. Great apostasy from the church. Fifty-percent of the church leaves because of the gay issue, 

political pressure, and other factors. Far more than half the people leave the church in Utah. 

2. Civil war. This happens (August) several years before the three years of Tribulation. This war has 

made things incredibly contentious in much of the country, along with an economic depression 

that only a select few don’t feel. Members of the Church have prospered though, because of 

increased inter-reliance upon each other. They support each other, give each other insider deals, 

and are involved in many technological projects that have led to them being tremendously 

economically prosperous. 

3. The destruction of cities previous to the Tribulation (January to March). I don't know if I can 

write about all the cities. I don't know if it matters to get everything exactly right about how the 

cities get destroyed. 

4. The first year of Tribulation (April to March), which represents the year of plagues. 

5. The second year of Tribulation (April to March), which represents the year of internal 

destructions and the first year in tent cities. 

6. The third year of Tribulation (April to March), which represents the year of destructions 

externally and the second year of tent cities. 

More in-depth about the destructions, New York City is destroyed by three successive earthquakes in 

the space of the week. People vacate the city. Los Angeles is destroyed by fire. San Diego is damaged by 

the war, and it never really recovers. Phoenix area is heavily destroyed by the fire. Tucson is recovering 

from the earthquake they had the previous year. Dallas, Fortworth area is destroyed by the hailstorm. 



Cities in the South are destroyed by a freak hurricane, etc. This happens during January-March. The first 

year of Tribulation starts about April after the huge fire over the Southwest ends. 

The first year of Tribulation is the first plague which comes and hits the United States. It starts in the 

Northeast, but people don't notice it until it hits Indianapolis. At that point, it is hysteria. People flock to 

the streets to get groceries and any other supplies that they can manage. Within the following months in 

anticipation of the plague, much of the stores have barer shelves because people are trying to stock up as 

much as they can. Eventually, the plague hits their area. 

The plague first heads through the Northern part of the country because Texas closes its boarder. 

Many people vacate the cities, so a lot of the plague follows the people vacating the major cities. It starts 

in the North, but then heads west. States like Montana and Nebraska close the boarders for the second 

wave, which heads through California, heading back east through the Southern states. The plague heads 

through states like Texas until it reaches the Southeast. The desolation caused percentages somewhere in 

the ten-percent range 

There is a gap between this and the next plague. Many dead bodies are burned. You can probably use 

your imagination on what they would do to remove so many bodies. It is an awful, horrible scene. This 

disease (the first disease, brought by a meteor), by the way, spreads through dead skin cells. It attacks the 

blood system, making it hard for the blood to give off oxygen. So, people suffocate from not being able to 

get oxygen to their system. The easier way to die is to just have your heart give out. The worse way to die 

is to have your extremities go black and blue as your body focuses its blood on the vital systems. You 

slowly are unable to move and, eventually, your heart gives out. 

At this point, there is a break of about three months. People sort of try recovering, rebuilding, but then 

the second plague hits. This plague is really weird. People get all sorts of different forms of plagues. It is 

impossible for many of these diseases just to pop up. I think we talked about James getting Aids or 

something or other during this time. 



This continues, and many saints realize that this really is "the end."  

Finally, this plague ends. At this point, another one-sixth of the remaining people have passed away, 

making in total about twenty-five-percent of the original population passing away. This is almost 

exclusively those of the world that have had riotous living. The space between this and the third year is 

the "great silence.” So many people have died that there is simply no way people can conceptualize things 

being back to "normal." 

Everything is different. You see many stores having "help wanted" signs, but then at the same point 

many stores closing their doors for good because no one is shopping. Yet, there are many people that just 

go back to their old, riotous lifestyle like nothing ever happened. Things are incredibly awkward in the 

sense that nothing makes sense during this three-month period. 

During this time, the internal social infrastructure is completely decaying, unbeknownst to many 

people. The church calls people out from the cities to "tent cities" to avoid the calamities that are going to 

come. Many other churches and religions also go out from the cities because, simply put, people that are 

not blinded know something worse is coming. There are signs of it everywhere. There is increased gang 

activity. People are closed off. It feels similar to things previous to the similar war, and people know, 

despite how bad things have been, things are about to get worse than they are. 

There is a three-week period where the call out happens. People vacate the cities, and there is a great 

collapse in society while this happens. Gangs and mobs rule. We talked about James not being able to get 

back through New Mexico because the Mexican gangs are taking over. 

There are important events that happen while people are safe in tent cities. In the Northeast, New 

England area, there is mob warfare where people take towns and cities and settle them, only to be 

destroyed by other mobs. The South runs out of food, so they go and scavenge in the wilderness, in the 

farms, and in other places, and they starve in the wilderness. The Midwest has an infestation of locusts 

that levels the ground. Finally, there are those in California that close off. Tent cities are different in 



California. They have little communities. You can't really go outside because you will get shot. People 

attentively look out their window to see anyone who dares come out of their houses. People are so 

terrified of being shot that they stay indoors and starve. 

During this time, there are other important events regarding tent cities. One is the huge gang nation 

being formed in the Midwest area. This is why they are utterly destroyed off the face the land. Another is 

that people want to let in the people in that are in the South. People inspire the people not to do that, and 

they stay from doing so. 

Finally, there is an increased amount of activity outside of Salt Lake City as the gangs are trying to 

make Salt Lake a gang capital, similar to what they did in Chicago. 

These things continue, and Russia and China are wondering what is going on in the United States. 

The United States has plummeted from being any form of super power. Realizing that the U.S. is no 

more, they decide to start their invasion of the rest of the world, including the United States. Russia takes 

Alaska and the East Coast while China takes the West Coast. This is the third year, starting in March.  

Russia and China have different strategies of how to conquer. China's is simply the "sweep" because 

they have an innumerable population to do it. They form armies and sweep, starting in the South and the 

Sun Belt. The plan is to connect with Russia in Kansas City-Independence area. Russia's plan is to create 

bases and attract their enemies to come and attack them, and then to simply destroy the rest once that is 

all clear. 

What they were not entirely anticipating was the ferocious nature of guerilla warfare that the gangs 

would involve themselves with. There never had been such horrible guerilla warfare known. This causes a 

lot of loss in both the Russian and Chinese forces. By the time China reaches Independence, half of the 

force (which represents half of the force that came to the U.S.) decide to head back to China because, 

from reports, they are having struggles. Many of them are touched by some saints that are in the now-

leveled Independence area, and they return to spread the Gospel with great speed throughout all of China. 



The Russians don't go through the south, and they run out of troops in the Great Lakes area. More 

troops should've been supplied for both China and Russia's support, but they never come. In Salt Lake, 

the walls and protective measures they try to produce to keep the gangs out are destroyed. Many food 

supplies that they have in Salt Lake run out. People are told to head to the temple area before the gangs 

break through. Many people don't listen and are ready to run to join the gangs when they come. The land 

is protected though, through an earthquake that shakes the gangs outside Salt Lake. Finally, they break 

through, destroying the city until the Lost Ten Tribes come to the rescue. 

Hopefully that is enough information for you. Write back today about anything specific, and I might 

be able to answer back a few questions. 

About deaths in the plagues and the storms, not a lot of people actually die in the earthquakes and 

various turbulent problems. There is a lot of death, but since we're not a third world country, there isn't 

much death. The economic devastation is the big reason that the cities are vacated. 

There are three plagues, but the first year only includes two of them. The two plagues are the ones 

that you have blue or white spots, where you suffocate. Mostly, it's your skin dying from lack of oxygen; 

this happens in the spring. There is a break in the summer (although people are restoring business, 

commerce, and everything else). By the end of the first plague, about ten-percent of the people die, 

enough to cause economic devastation. The second plague is the plague that people get a whole bunch of 

different diseases (It seems to be fear based; perhaps fear affects the immune system, making a person 

vulnerable?). The third disease happens during the second year. This is the boils. This illness really isn't a 

major problem for spreading because people are still; the previous illnesses spread so much in the U.S. 

because there were so many migrating. The first disease though, actually comes from comets or asteroids 

that hit the birds and that transmitted it to the people. The asteroids actually don't hit the ground; they 

evaporate and break apart in the atmosphere until they hit the ground, and the illness spreads. 



One of the fires starts just a little north of Arcadia. The other east of Vista about, I believe. It probably 

has been very dry for a very long time, due to an incredible drought that leads to so many intense fires, 

since this is winter time that the fires happen. 

The New Madrid goes off and on, destroying some places like Chicago. This continues, and while 

people are in tent cities the New Madrid splits the U.S., and it continues onward for a while. By the time 

Russia and China reach it, it is such a sizeable gap that they cannot cross it to reach the other side. By that 

time, it probably is 50-60 miles across by the time Russia and China get there. The world is in a lot of 

turbulence because of that. But I don't know the specifics, except that after the Chinese leave, there is no 

way to get to the United States unless you go through South America or through Alaska. 

On the timeline, a couple of things to mention is that the civil war ends after the union-side decides to 

lob a nuclear explosive towards the anti-union capital in Texas. On the other hand, that is intercepted 

(because the anti-union side had insider information). The only resolution is when the pro-union side 

manages to get an explosive into Detroit. When it goes off, destroys the morale and leads the union side 

to surrender.  

We won't have seven years of Tribulation in the US, just three, and the call out won't happen until the 

second year of Tribulation. Mobs will take over almost immediately and will almost have complete power 

by the fourth week of the call out. No manufacturing or farming will take place for two years. The mobs 

and gangs will rain terror down on the US for two years. The invasion will be a blessing because the 

mobs and foreign troops will wipe each other out. After the Chinese and Russians leave, only the 

righteous are left. Then the righteous leave the cities of light.  

It is three years of Tribulation in the US. Everyone will be in the cities of light or refugee camps for 

two years. By the way only some of the safety area will be cities of light. Not all of us will live in tent 

cities. Some will take over abandoned towns. Others will take over neighborhoods. Some will take over 

cities. Not all the people will be members of the church because the call out will be made by the Spirit of 



God to all righteous citizens. But the best ones will be run by the church. 

 Almost everyone will be in the refuge place for at least two years but some may be in these places 

for five years or longer.  

It is my opinion that the cities of light with the most righteous will be asked to return to Jackson 

County. They will need all their gifts of the Spirit to accomplish their impossible task. They will have to 

establish Zion in a year. That is impossible without a great deal of help from the other side. We also don't 

have the technology to do that yet. 

 Everyone else will be reestablishing the cities, and opening up businesses. Many of the lost Ten 

Tribes will be helping with farming. They are amazing farmers. Farming will be extremely important 

during this time because the righteous from the rest of the country (rest of the world?) will be fleeing to 

the United States. Most will come with nothing and will need food, shelter, and clothing.  

 Question: Are you implying that there will be no more missionary work once we’re in camps? Or, 

even though the times of the gentiles have been fulfilled at the time of the callout, there might still be 

exceptions? My understanding is that great numbers will still come in as LDS resulting from efforts 

directly from the camps and also from the missionary efforts of the Ten Tribes.  

After the three years of Tribulation there will be no wicked left in the US. After Adam-ondi-Ahman 

missionaries will be sent out to find the righteous and teach them the gospel.  

Question: The Tribulation began last September. The blood moons were a countdown. This land will 

be cleansed within 3.5 years of September 2015. You can take that to the bank.  

I thought it might be the beginning too, but it isn’t. By the time of the Tribulation we will be living in 

a completely different world.  

Question: Is that singular or plural? Do you mean that other countries will flee to the US? Please tell 

me more… 



Yes, that is plural. The rest of the righteous from the rest of the world will have to flee to the US or 

take up arms against their neighbors. It will be a difficult trip to get to the US because the oceans will be 

extremely turbulent. After the third year of Tribulation is when most will flee. 

Australia will be almost wiped out by the Chinese. Thomas doesn't know much about the rest of the 

world. He feels the purpose of what he was shown was to encourage people to get spiritually prepared. He 

said it is going to be increasingly important to be able to follow the Spirit. There isn't going to be a safe 

place in the last days. Only listening to the Holy Spirit will keep you safe. If you feel the Holy Spirit is 

telling you to be in one place, follow that prompting.  

Question: I loaned my book out so can’t look up a satisfactory answer to this. But I got the 

impression that first we have a five-month war which was apparently the war in Kuwait. Then we have a 

thirteen-month war. As far as I can tell, so far, we have NOT had a thirteen-month war. Then after the 

thirteen-month war real trouble starts and that is when we will get the CO. If my interpretation is 

reasonably correct then I am theorizing that something happens in late 2016 or early 2017 and Obama 

makes his move to stay on as president. That event could be the start of the thirteen-month war. That 

means that the end of the thirteen-month war is approx. February 2017 after which all hell breaks loose 

in the US and the call out happens in late winter or early/mid spring 2017.  

Time will tell if any of us are right. This is my guess. We do elect a new president. Agh! President 

Trump (Lynda’s note: this was written on AVOW in 2015). When he takes office, he finds that Obama 

was hiding oodles of bad financial news. The government has to make huge cuts in everything. One thing 

they cut is large government union contracts. They just can't afford them anymore. The North and some 

Midwest state takes the side of the unions and especially the South takes the non-Union side. The second 

civil war starts in Chicago. 

 Soon this war turns into a war to settle old scores. It only lasts a few months but is bloodier than 



the first civil war. The whole US changes after this war. Our population polarizes. Everyone is paranoid 

of their neighbors because no one knows who was involved in the massacres. Heavy resentment lingers. 

There are several years, I don't know how many, when the US gets back on its feet.  

Before the Tribulations, a very conservative president is elected. He's behind legislation that should 

kick start our economy but doesn't because the US is too wicked. 

 Then the missionaries are called home from all over the world. All the cities of the United States 

are destroyed, except two. There will be massive moving around during this period because of all the 

disasters. The call out happens the second year of Tribulation. The US falls apart. Gangs and mobs take 

over and loot, murder and destroy the whole country. They ignore the tent cities, saving them for later. By 

the third year the gangs are ready to attack the tent cities. We are saved by the Chinese and the Russians. 

This is the thirteen-month war. They almost completely wipe out the gangs. The lost Ten Tribes wipe out 

exiting Russians and Chinese. Some LDS people are involved in the thirteen-month war but not many.  

I believe we will have at least one more president (after Obama), maybe even two. I have two family 

members that have seen more presidents. My female family member had a NDE in January 2014. When 

they brought her back she begged to know what year it was. When we told her, she was relieved. She said 

2020 was a very bad year. She saw Trump on the television and he was president. He looked haggard and 

worn out. She thought he had been through a terrible ordeal. On the plus side, she said the technology was 

amazing. 

 My other family member, Thomas, said that at the start of the Tribulation we have a very 

conservative president, almost a libertarian. Under this president leadership, Congress enacts laws that 

should have kick started the economy but doesn't because the population of the United States is too 

wicked. He holds the country together through the Days of Destruction and the first year of Tribulations. 

When he dies in office, that is when the call out happens and the US population goes crazy. He also said 

he knows we have some time because the technology was way more advanced then it is now. 



My husband and I have been playing around with scenarios. Maybe Trump is president during the 

second civil war. That would be a terrible ordeal and that may be why he looked so haggard. If that is the 

case, he may be unelectable for a second term. The very conservative president may be elected then.  

 Question: Actually, the Grand Council should occur just prior to the beginning of the 3 ½ yeas of 

the Great Tribulation. It is during this council that the 144,000 missionaries are chosen and ordained to 

go out into the world during the Great Tribulation and gather in the last remnants of the faithful who will 

follow Christ rather than the Anti-Christ. It is also during this council that the Lord wants to start the 

planning process for rebuilding society after the Millennium begins. Rome wasn’t built in a day and 

neither will Zion. There is a lot of work to be done between now and the Millennium and the Lord won’t 

be waiting until after it is here to begin the planning process.  

 I am not sure about the Tribulation. I used to think that the Tribulation happened to us and the 

world at the same time. Now I think we will go through it first and then the rest of the world. I think we 

will have three-and-a-half years of Tribulation, then the council, the 144,000 will go into the world and 

say come to Zion or die. I wondered about the temple in Adam-ondi-Ahman. Will that be built before or 

after the council? I think after because before the area will be too dangerous?  

At this moment, I think Christ will appear in this order: 

1. AoA 

2. Temple at New Jerusalem 

3. Old Jerusalem, saving the Jews from the world 

4. In glory to the whole world! 

I think there will be several years between these events. The millennium will probably start in the 

United States as soon as the Lord appears in AoA. The rest of the world will start their Tribulation. The 

reason I say this is that there will have to be somewhere for the rest of the world to flee while the 

Tribulation goes on in the rest of the world. If we are going through the Tribulation the same time as the 



rest of the world where are people going to flee? I still have no idea when the temple at AoA will be built. 

I don't think, at this moment, it will have to be built before the council. I think the New Jerusalem temple 

could go up very quickly with the help of the Ten Tribes and modern technology.  

The scriptures say that it will take seven months for Old Jerusalem to bury its dead so we know 

that there is at least seven months before Christ comes in his glory. From my calculations if AoA starts 

the Millennium in the US and starts the Tribulation in the rest of the world, that equals seven years until 

Christ appears in Old Jerusalem. Then it could be several years before he appears in his glory to the rest 

of the world. I don't know when he will appear in the temple at New Jerusalem but my guess is quickly. 

One and two may be reversed. I have never found any scriptures that say what order it happens in. This is 

my best guess at the moment.  

Question: Good comments. I personally think (and I could very well be wrong) that the Savior will 

first appear at his temple in New Jerusalem to the Tribe of Joseph who have constructed the temple and 

are building the City of Zion. There is an orderly progression of these events, I think. Joseph is the 

birthright tribe (actually Ephraim) and leads out in the last days. Joseph first saves itself, then helps to 

save the rest of the tribes of Israel, and then Israel helps to save the rest of the family of God. It makes 

sense to me that Christ will first appear to Joseph when he suddenly comes to his temple. He will sanctify 

Joseph there. The Savior's appearance recorded in III Nephi is -- I think -- a type and shadow of the last 

days. The Savior first sanctified the little children in III Nephi because he perceived the rest of the people 

there were not quite prepared to receive this blessing. He wanted to show the adults how this would be 

done and so he sanctified the little children. The next day he sanctified the rest of the people I believe. 

III Nephi 17:1 Behold, now it came to pass that when Jesus had spoken these words he looked 

round about again on the multitude, and he said unto them: Behold, my time is at hand. 

2 I perceive that ye are weak, that ye cannot understand all my words which I am commanded of 

the Father to speak unto you at this time. 



3 Therefore, go ye unto your homes, and ponder upon the things which I have said, and ask of 

the Father, in my name, that ye may understand, and prepare your minds for the morrow, and I 

come unto you again." 

21 "And when he had said these words, he wept, and the multitude bare record of it, and he took 

their little children, one by one, and blessed them, and prayed unto the Father for them. 

22 And when he had done this he wept again; 

23 And he spake unto the multitude, and said unto them: Behold your little ones. 

24 And as they looked to behold they cast their eyes towards heaven, and they saw the heavens 

open, and they saw angels descending out of heaven as it were in the midst of fire; and they 

came down and encircled those little ones about, and they were encircled about with fire; and 

the angels did minister unto them. 

III Nephi 19:24 "And it came to pass that when Jesus had thus prayed unto the Father, he came 

unto his disciples, and behold, they did still continue, without ceasing, to pray unto him; and they 

did not multiply many words, for it was given unto them what they should pray, and they were 

filled with desire. 

25 And it came to pass that Jesus blessed them as they did pray unto him; and his countenance 

did smile upon them, and the light of his countenance did shine upon them, and behold they 

were as white as the countenance and also the garments of Jesus; and behold the whiteness 

thereof did exceed all the whiteness, yea, even there could be nothing upon earth so white as the 

whiteness thereof. 

26 And Jesus said unto them: Pray on; nevertheless, they did not cease to pray. 



27 And he turned from them again, and went a little way off and bowed himself to the earth; 

and he prayed again unto the Father, saying: 

28 Father, I thank thee that thou hast purified those whom I have chosen, because of their faith, 

and I pray for them, and also for them who shall believe on their words, that they may be 

purified in me, through faith on their words, even as they are purified in me. 

29 Father, I pray not for the world, but for those whom thou hast given me out of the world, 

because of their faith, that they may be purified in me, that I may be in them as thou, Father, art 

in me, that we may be one, that I may be glorified in them." 

The Savior sanctified his new world Apostles. I believe the Savior probably sanctified the rest of 

the people there too. I think that is true because they lived in righteousness and peace for quite some 

time after the Savior's visit. 

I think the Savior will first appear to -- and sanctify -- Joseph...the birthright tribe who leads out 

in this last dispensation. After this visit, the Lost Ten Tribes will return to the City of Zion. Then the Savior 

will appear to the whole House of Israel (with the lone exception of mortal Judah who is at that time 

under attack by the armies of the Anti-Christ at Armageddon) at Adam ondi Ahman. Then the Savior -- 

accompanied by the House of Israel from AoA -- will descend at the Mount of Olives and will save and 

sanctify mortal Judah and Old Jerusalem.  

After that visit of the Savior -- and the destruction of the armies of the Anti-Christ by the HoI 

(House of Israel) -- the 144,000 will be commissioned to take the gospel in power to the heathen nations. 

This will separate the terrestrial wheat from the telestial tares before the great & dreadful day of the 

Lord when the wicked will be consumed when the Savior appears in glory to the whole world.  



I believe the Tribulation when it begins (and again I could very well be wrong) will be worldwide. 

And I think you are probably right that the Millennium will begin at AoA. But the G&D day of the Lord will 

take place perhaps a few years after the Savior's appearance to the Jews at Armageddon because the 

terrestrial wheat has not yet been sifted from the telestial tares and brought into the "barn" or Zion for 

protection against the G&D day of the Lord. When the 144,000 take the gospel to the heathen nations 

after Armageddon (Israel has already been gathered out of the heathen nations before this because 

Israel has by this time met with the Savior and Adam at AoA), those who accept the gospel then (the 

terrestrial wheat) -- the scriptures say -- will be brought to [ not "in"] the Church of the Firstborn (or 

Israel) for the purpose I believe of receiving their ordinances pertaining to the terrestrial order of God's 

kingdom. The terrestrial wheat will be brought to Zion by the 144,000 who are translated beings with 

Godly or God-like powers; this while the Tribulation is raging throughout the world. Zion is the only true 

refuge from that storm. It is a tabernacle or tent of glory covered by the power and glory of the Savior. 

My husband agrees with you that the Savior will appear in New Jerusalem first and right after at 

AoA. Honestly, I have no strong opinions on the subject. I still think that the US will have their 

Tribulation first, then the rest of the world. If the US didn't have their Tribulation first, the rest of the 

world would have no place to flee to. The Lost Ten Tribes will return on the third year of Tribulation for 

the US. I think the 144,000 will be sent out at the beginning of the Tribulation for the rest of the world 

with the message flee to Zion or die. They will receive their call at the AoA. I used to think that the 

Tribulation would be the same for the whole world but the timing doesn't work. Also, where are the 

righteous supposed to flee to if there is no Zion? 

Question: Quote: The Savior sanctified his new world Apostles. I believe the Savior probably 

sanctified the rest of the people there too. I think that is true because they lived in righteousness 

and peace for quite some time after the Savior's visit. 



I think the Savior will first appear to -- and sanctify -- Joseph...the birthright tribe who leads out 

in this last dispensation. After this visit, the Lost Ten Tribes will return to the City of Zion. Then 

the Savior will appear to the whole House of Israel (with the lone exception of mortal Judah who 

is at that time under attack by the armies of the Anti-Christ at Armageddon) at Adam ondi 

Ahman. Then the Savior -- accompanied by the House of Israel from AoA -- will descend at the 

Mount of Olives and will save and sanctify mortal Judah and Old Jerusalem.  

After that visit of the Savior -- and the destruction of the armies of the Anti-Christ by the HoI -- 

the 144,000 will be commissioned to take the gospel in power to the heathen nations. This will 

separate the terrestrial wheat from the telestial tares before the great & dreadful day of the 

Lord when the wicked will be consumed when the Savior appears in glory to the whole world.  

I believe the Tribulation when it begins (and again I could very well be wrong) will be worldwide. 

And I think you are probably right that the Millennium will begin at AoA. But the G&D day of the 

Lord will take place perhaps a few years after the Savior's appearance to the Jews at 

Armageddon because the terrestrial wheat has not yet been sifted from the telestial tares and 

brought into the "barn" or Zion for protection against the G&D day of the Lord. When the 

144,000 take the gospel to the heathen nations after Armageddon (Israel has already been 

gathered out of the heathen nations before this because Israel has by this time met with the 

Savior and Adam at AoA), those who accept the gospel then (the terrestrial wheat) -- the 

scriptures say -- will be brought to [ not "in"] the Church of the Firstborn (or Israel) for the 

purpose I believe of receiving their ordinances pertaining to the terrestrial order of God's 

kingdom. The terrestrial wheat will be brought to Zion by the 144,000 who are translated beings 

with Godly or God-like powers; this while the Tribulation is raging throughout the world. Zion is 

the only true refuge from that storm. It is a tabernacle or tent of glory covered by the power and 

glory of the Savior. End Quote 



This makes sense to me. I have always wondered what would happen to the terrestrial people. 

For some reason, I have always felt that by the mere fact that the New Jerusalem being built in the 

area of the United States, would be a reason that those who dwell here would be, for the most part, 

spared. But then what do I know. 

More than likely most of myself and my family will probably die anyway before all this comes about. 

Wiped out by some desolating scourge, nuclear fallout, or some other hideous means of death. The 

simple fact is that we won't be going to a tent city anytime soon, even if that is the only way, to ride out 

the Tribulation unscathed. Just not going to go, as we (myself and my family) are not worthy enough, nor 

do we meet the criteria for the selection, plus we have a Fort to hold down so we will miss out on the 

building of the City of Zion and have set our sites for the First Resurrection. 

 At the end of the Tribulation and AoA there will only be eleven million people left in the US and 

ten million from the Lost Tribes equal to twenty-one million give or take a million. The last days are great 

for the righteous and terrible for the wicked. Follow the prophet and flee to cities of light or die. Only the 

righteous will be allowed to live in the United States after the Tribulation. This land is special. All other 

nations rise and fall but the United States was set aside for the righteous. Be righteous or be wiped off the 

face of the land. Pretty harsh but that is what make this land unique, special.  

Unfortunately, I think things have to get much worse before the call out. One thing that sticks out in 

my mind is that after the Tribulations we become a Zion people within a year. I know none of us are there 

yet. Spiritual growth is painful, unfortunately I think all of us have a lot more pain to go through. It would 

be nice if it were next year (meaning 2016). I hate pain, I hate to see my family in pain and fall away but I 

know we have more time. By the way I think it will be the second year of Tribulation. Believe me when I 

say you will not be able to mistake the first year of Tribulation. So, my answer is no for 2016. Sorry… 



 Question: I am confused by your belief that everything will be a disaster before an invitation to 

gather. Prior to reading Julie Rowe's NDE, I had no real clue how we might be tested.  

I knew from Revelations that Satan would require all of us to choose between him and God (you 

cannot buy or sell without the mark of the beast). And those that refused the mark of the beast would be 

killed. The killing of faithful Christians would continue until the Ancient of days (Adam) returns (see 

Daniel chapter 7 or 8.). In Daniel, Satan is allowed to make war against the saints and prevail until the 

Ancient of Days comes (a reference to Adam and the events at A O A). 

The test of death vs. temporal security is certainly going to come to many members. My perception is 

that your son is seeing these events spoken of in Daniel and Revelations.  

The NDEs of Julie and others as well as cryptic statements by the brethren (which are well 

documented on this site) clearly show an even more difficult test being given to Latter Day Saints. It is 

the invitation to gather prior to the horrors seen by your son (the author of this post is assuming Thomas 

is Dreamsofzion’s son). This test will require even more faith because there will be no significant 

empirical data (e.g. Satan threatening to kill you) to tell you this is real.  

It is clear that the NDEs and your son's visions show two levels of testing, one that will separate the 

most faithful LDS via an invitation to gather in relatively stable times and a second test of all Christians 

(including LDS who did not respond to their first test of faith) when their lives are at risk.  

I think your son is seeing the second test and then the gathering of surviving Christians that occurs 

after Adam (the Ancient of Days) returns and Satan can no longer prevail (words from Daniel). 

We will see plenty of disaster but the worse will be after the call out. Believe me I am not happy 

about it. My life has been very difficult the last two years. I would like to get off the merry-go-round 

but...I know we have plenty more stuff to get through. I think the next few years will be a continual 

shifting. We all will be crying "uncle." By the time of the call out the righteous will be very righteous and 



wicked very wicked. As much as all of us may hate the slow shifting if it is fast the Lord will lose most of 

us. God is good at what he does, He wants to save as many of us as he can. 

No, I don't think Thomas is seeing the Ancient of Days. He never saw past the three years of 

Tribulation in the United States. He never saw Adam-ondi-Ahman. He knew people were traveling back 

for it but he never saw it. 

The Book of Revelation is almost completely for the old world. The United States isn't in it. I 

think we aren't in it because we will no longer exist as a nation by then. Thomas never saw that taking the 

mark was a huge issue in the United States. He saw that the Russians tried in the Northeast but were 

mostly unsuccessful.  

I will ask Thomas about your thoughts. I hope my insights were helpful.  

Question: Also, I am looking for more information on California saints. I have not heard much 

detail.  

 This may be a complicated answer. California gets involved in the second civil war. San Diego 

never really recovers from this war. Not many people move back there afterwards. Also, Silicon Valley is 

damaged in the civil war. It doesn't recover either. Utah becomes the new tech center. During the period 

before the Tribulation starts that I call the Days of Destruction, California is hit by massive, massive 

natural disasters. For example, San Francisco is destroyed by a massive earthquake and tidal wave. There 

is also a huge, huge fire that starts in southern California and travels east, ending north of Phoenix. This is 

a huge firestorm. Millions flee California to escape the firestorm. Most never return. Partly because the 

plagues start so soon after they leave and there is a feeling that they should stay out of large cities. Also, 

most states close their borders and travel is difficult. When New York and Atlanta are destroyed, news is 

difficult to get, lots of rumors.  

When the call out happens in California most are called to move into abandoned neighborhoods. 

Thomas mentioned something I thought was interesting. He says people can't stay in the cities because if 



you leave your home you will be shot. So, people stay in their houses and starve to death. Also in the end 

of the second year of Tribulation the Chinese nuke the Los Angeles area. Nobody is really there anymore 

except the gangs and mobs. 

I hope this was helpful.  

I sent Thomas a write up for his approval but he hasn’t sent it back yet. He did answer some 

questions. People seemed pretty anxious so I am including the questions and answers first. I thought 

people would want to hear things in his own voice without my editing it. 

Yes! I would like to know if the Shemitah and Blood moons correlate to the time frames he has been 

shown. Thanks! 

I haven't seen any correlation with blood moons or signs in the heavens. 

Could you explain the financial situation better before the second civil war? 

The financial situation is that there is some form of economic collapse that shifts the wealth to very 

righteous individuals and many wicked ones. When the civil war happens, many of the wicked lose a lot 

of money. (The economy is crushed during the civil war.) Unions feel deprived of rights even though 

states can't pay the unions, and they revolt, and this is the cause of the civil war. But the economic 

collapse might be a couple of years before the civil war -- They don't have to be connected. 

Are there tent cities around Washington DC area? 

Many of the saints and righteous are taken to Great Lakes area. There are a few groups that are called 

to go to Utah from all across the nation. This is because the saints in Flagstaff up through Utah--some of 

the people there—are going to be chosen to meet the Lost Ten Tribes when they return. 

This group of questions he didn't fully answer but I am going to include them: 

 Lots of people think that Obama is the last president. Any thoughts on this? 



 What happens that causes the states to get more powerful than the federal government for a 

while? 

 When do the welfare checks end? 

 When does social security checks end? 

 Have you seen the next president? I understand you may not want to share this with the 

public. 

 Do you see the civil war happen in the summer? 

 Do you see the civil war happen in 2017? 

 How does the US get out of debt? 

 Does the US get out of debt before or after civil war? 

I don't know if I ever said the states got more powerful than the federal government. When the civil 

war happens, the military stays out of it because of "politics," but eventually the army joins both sides of 

the fight. After the civil war, the government is libertarian, to an extreme degree, and the government's 

military is very small along with all other organizations. 

Obama wasn't the last president that I saw. I saw an extremely libertarian president, but I don't know 

who will fill that slot. 

I don't know the time frame of the civil war. I don't know if the civil war could happen in 2017, 

and I figure that it won't happen in the next two months. 

The US gets out of the debt after the worldwide economic collapse. Americans buy property in China. 

Then the US Government trades Chinese property for American property. The U.S. then uses Chinese 

property sold to Chinese creditors to pay off U.S. debts. The government also reduces to below minimal 

functioning to pay off debt. 

The U.S. doesn't fully get out of debt until the end of the 1st year of Tribulation. That's why the 

economy is left to collapse. 



I had never heard of a callout in my entire life! The first time I ever heard about a callout was when I 

joined AVOW last year. 

I had always heard that our homes were to be our safe havens and sanctuaries in the troubling times 

ahead.... though I always wondered how? I always wondered if we would have some kind of miracle like 

'invisibility' for our homes when the riots, looting, civil unrest, and martial law begin. Kind of how the 

destroying angel spared the homes where lamb’s blood was on the lintels in the Passover. I don't know. 

Even recently, my home teacher’s wife exclaimed that we need to be able to hear the Spirit more than 

ever in the times ahead, and that our homes are to be safety havens. 

 So, what does 'Thomas' see concerning call outs, or staying in our homes? 

 What, if anything, does he see for Mesa, AZ? 

Most people are sent to tent cities, but there is an exception. In California, people move to certain 

neighborhoods and communities. California becomes a self-enforced martial law against itself. It’s 

community lockdown. The Chinese neglect looking through these "communities of light" because of the 

martial state of California. They move farther inland instead, leaving most of California for future 

fighters. 

Most people in Mesa, Arizona, move up to Flagstaff. Some stay maybe a little bit to tidy up 

records and the temple, but then go to Flagstaff. Queen Creek people stay there for a few months, but then 

are told that they must leave. Phoenix is evacuated by the righteous to Flagstaff. Flagstaff becomes one of 

the biggest tent city communities in the U.S. (Some people count it as the biggest, but Utah has many 

communities that are very close together.) 

The biggest threat is spiritual warfare because if you're in the wrong crowd, you won't escape the 

collapse. Our homes are meant to be a spiritual haven from the world's influence. Without homes with 

consecrated people, the people inside would be caught up in the destruction of the world. 



Question: Has Thomas seen anything about the Pacific Northwest (specifically Washington 

state)? That’s where we are at. Just wondering.  

Yes, he saw that during the Days of Destruction, a three-month period before the Tribulation, that 

there were many earthquakes and Seattle became an island. The people of Seattle moved to the mainland. 

Many volcanoes went off and there were some tidal waves that destroyed the coastal cities. In a few 

months, I am sure he can provide more detail. I know that isn't comforting but remember the Twin 

Towers were safe on and before September 10th, 2001. If you are where the Lord wants you to be don't 

worry about it. The Lord will get you where you need to be when you need to be there. During the Days 

of Destruction, the Rocky Mountains will be the only safe place. Most people will leave the coast during 

this time.  

Question: Would Thomas know anything about Australia, and what might happen over here? 

Thanks.  

Thomas was only told that the Chinese almost destroyed Australia during the thirteen-month war. 

Sorry I don't have lots of details. The only reason he was told anything at all about Australia was because 

originally, he was only shown what would happen in North America. When he asked, he was shown 

Australia. When he was shown Australia, he didn't ask anymore. The only other country I know about is 

England. England tries to defend us until the end but they get overwhelmed by their own problems.  

Question: Thomas mentioned that people from the East go to the Great Lakes area... 

I live in Michigan and this is a wonderful concept for us! Any more details on this? It would be 

VERY wonderful to have some nuggets for us Saints in this area!   

 I am sorry I don't have any more information. I just know it is a large tent city and they have 

problems with the Russians when they come. Because of the New Madrid fault that starts going off in the 



beginning of the Tribulation, the Great Lakes become an inland sea. I will try to ask more questions and 

get some more answers.   

Question: As an addendum to my previous post, I add this if I may. 

If (and I do believe all of the following is true) God is preparing places of refuge for us to survive the 

judgments to be poured out, and if tents and other provisions are being stockpiled, and all of these 

things are being organized to help God's people survive the Tribulations, how can we as a people survive 

to get to the places of refuge when things have denigrated to the point that half, or 175 million 

Americans, are dead from the Tribulations?  

How, in the midst of the chaos, mob rule, murder, mayhem and blood running down the streets like 

water can: 

1. The Saints even get word from our leaders to flee to places of refuge? For in the midst of this 

chaos, it will be every man for himself- unless we are already gathered. 

2. Travel in safety to get to places of refuge? And at the same time not lead our enemies there. 

3. Survive in places of refuge without any food? For surely any food storage will have been consumed 

in the years enduring the Tribulations that led up to half of the people in the country being killed. 

It just doesn't seem to me that this is how God would keep His word to protect and preserve His 

people. 

 This is what Thomas says happens. When the call out is made, several months have passed since 

the second plague has ended. The second plague ends in late November early December. The call out 

happens in the Spring, March. People are amazed that they survived. There is an eerie, unsettled calm. 

The reason why many don't go on the call out is because they think they survived the plagues that they 

can survive a little bit longer. It seems to people that things are getting back to normal. Businesses 



advertise for employees but no one applies and eventually these businesses close. Lots of people have 

inheritances to collect, they just think that the courts are back up and they just have to wait. Insurance 

companies do pay out life insurance payments to survivors. Also, some of the righteous will inherit food 

storage and other resources from relatives that died during the plagues. 

The righteous uses this time to replenish their supplies. The stores were open during the plagues so 

most people are okay on food supplies. Those that used their food storage mostly depleted their 

cupboards, 3-month supplies, but long-term storage is still intact. The government kept a tight control on 

order during the first two plagues. People think this will continue but they are wrong. 

As soon as the call out happens chaos breaks out. There will barely be three weeks to gather but 

you feel it in the air that you must gather as soon as possible. Most leave within the first week. The saints 

are called by the prophet. But the other righteous are called by dreams. They are amazed when they show 

up at the camps and they are set up by the saints. There will be other refugee camps set up but you don't 

want to go to those. They aren't as well thought out or as safe. Gangs from Mexico come up and take over 

Las Cruces, New Mexico, as well as many other border cities. The saints and other righteous do try to 

hide their evacuation but the wicked are aware that they are leaving. They just don't care. The wicked see 

opportunity all around them to loot, rob, rape, and get gain.  

The enemy will know about some of our camps but they will be too busy with easy pickings to be 

concerned with our camps. They figure that after they are done with easy pickings they will come get us. 

Our camps will be very large, several hundred thousand. We also will have military people and 

government officials that bring resources from the city. They will know that they don't want to leave 

behind their resources for the mobs. We will have weapons and defenses against these mobs. Three weeks 

after the call out, the tent city will be sealed. It will be very difficult to leave or enter. Those left behind 

will be looting and fighting gangs and each other for resources. It will be hell and they won't care about us 

in the camps. Who is interested in a tent when you are living in a mansion and drinking champagne? 



He saw some very nice tents and RVs in the center but towards the outside of the camps he saw tents 

that were tarps and whatever they could find to make structures. He was made to known that those that 

came first were in the center, safer and more comfortable. Those that came later were on the other layers. 

There was enough but barely. Food did last longer and they were able to stretch it. The camps were 

organized by captains of 10, 100, 1000, etc. Churches stayed in their own groups in the beginning. For the 

first few weeks everyone was leery of one another. Part of the wariness was the lingering feelings from 

the civil war and the other was the massive mob activity happening outside their boundaries. I will write 

more about the camps and cities of light later. Right now, I am just answering the question of food and 

the mobs. 

He did see that everyone planted small gardens and that there were greenhouses in higher elevations. 

He also saw in the Tucson tent city that it rained almost every day the entire time the saints stayed in the 

city. That may have happened in all the camps. He said it would rain over the camp but not the city. 

Water wasn't a problem. The camps were very clean. A sanitation officer was one of the most important 

job in the camps.  

He also saw that many refugee places were smaller in the beginning and consolidated the next year. 

For example, the Tucson tent city and Queen Creek groups all moved up to Flagstaff the end of the first 

year. It was necessary to consolidate because during the end of the first year the mobs were ready to take 

on the tent cities. They had used up all the resources of the cities and there was nothing left to steal from 

one another. Also, the invasion happened the end of the first year of tent cities. Some of the tent cities did 

have to defend themselves. I know Flagstaff successfully defeated the Chinese forces. The Great Lake 

camp was unsuccessful in defeating the Russians. A Colorado tent city completely destroyed the exiting 

Chinese army. 

At the end of the third year of Tribulation everyone is surviving but barely. The Ten Tribes come and 

they are amazing farmers. We plant crops everywhere. It is tough until the new crops come in but we 

survive. At the end of the third year, the mobs and invading armies are gone. The righteous Americans 



number twelve million and the Ten Tribes number ten million. All together we will number twenty-two 

million. There are other groups that will return too. We will wait for the righteous to return from the rest 

of the world.  

There was a third plague that hit the US after the call out. It may be manmade. It is the plague of the 

white spots. It sounds like smallpox to me. Thomas doesn't know if it is smallpox or not. It ravishes the 

mobs/gangs. It affects the tent cities in a very limited way. Probably because there is no almost coming or 

going out of the camps. The righteous that didn't leave society in the first three weeks aren't able to join 

the camps until they consolidate. Part of the decision may have to do with the concerns about diseases. 

Question: Thank you for sharing that. I really do appreciate your willingness to share, so please don't 

permit my need to test and prove all things to cause you to feel that you or Thomas are being attacked 

or criticized or judged. I do not take anything that comes from a source beyond the Brethren lightly, and 

hope you would not either. 

One thing that raises questions in my mind— and it very well may be due to your limited 

understanding and ability to communicate what Thomas actually saw— is how with half of the US 

population dead that any store could possibly be open, for surely long before that all production had 

ceased. 

You said, "The righteous uses this time to replenish their supplies. The stores were open during the 

plagues so most people are okay on food supplies. Those that used their food storage mostly depleted 

their cupboards, 3-month supplies, but long-term storage is still intact." 

In the midst of a civil war and deadly plagues, what store owner would risk his life being exposed to 

the infected public in a store setting, and in the midst of such chaos how in the world would goods even 

be manufactured and delivered? I assume by this time we are approaching the 175 million dead? Maybe 

it is the timing of these things that I don't get.... 



Also, you said, "It seems to people that things are getting back to normal. Businesses advertise for 

employees but no one applies and eventually these businesses close. Lots of people have inheritances to 

collect, they just think that the courts are back up and they just have to wait. Insurance companies do 

pay out life insurance payments to survivors." 

How in the world after a civil war and several plagues and half the population of the US dead, can 

people ever think that things are getting back to normal??? And businesses advertise for employees? I 

can't imagine after one-half of the US is dead after these devastations that any insurance company 

would be able to, let alone be concerned about, making payments, and I doubt that the dollar would be 

worth a penny anyway. Only commodities in such a devastated society would be worth anything. And 

manufacturing would certainly have ceased long before the callout if all of these devastations have 

already occurred. 

Can you imagine how long it would take to recover from such devastation? Years, I would think. 

Once again, maybe I am not getting the timing of these events. The events in general seem pretty 

sound. It's the timing that doesn't seem to mesh for some of the reasons I just stated. 

Well, either way, thanks for taking the time to answer my questions.   

 I probably should have explained what happened to grocery stores during the first year of 

Tribulations. As soon as the plague was discovered, and it wasn't discovered immediately, it started back 

east and wasn't discovered until it hit Indianapolis. The government imposed a $200 a day limit in the 

stores. I think $200 of groceries then isn't the same as it is now. Soldiers guarded the stores. You had a 

store worker take you through the store and the customer touched nothing. You pointed and a 

gloved/masked worker would pull the products. Home delivery become very popular. People did work 

and use social distancing. Many people were needed to dispose of bodies. Huge burning pits were set up 

outside of towns and cities. The first plague was really bad and everything shut down but it only last for 



two or three months. Some went back to work after that and worked during the second plague. The 

second plague was just strange. People got sick with strange diseases. This really was a plague of fear and 

the priesthood was widely used to heal. The Spanish flu (in 1918) was really bad but as soon as it burned 

out everything went back to normal. You have to work to eat, sad but true. 

In my defense, you are asking questions about things I haven't written about yet. No wonder you are 

confused. I have only written about the current situation to civil war. I only have answered questions 

about the time period after that.  

I think what most people don't understand is that the fact that the US survived the first two plagues, 

civil war, and Days of Destruction, makes most people feel like they can survive anything. Most people 

that survived thought they would die. Everyone lost someone, even in the church. The righteous are 

shocked so many of wicked survived. We accept the reality we are given. After the civil war news isn't 

widely known and during the Days of Destruction New York and Atlanta are destroyed, which ends 24-

hour news cycles.  

Here is the order: 

1) Economic Instability leads to 

2) Second Civil war (August) 

3) Depression but prosperity for the righteous and some wicked. (Many millionaires were made 

during the depression but most people suffered.) This lasted several (more than two but not many) 

years. Great technologies are discovered during this time. 

4) Missionaries are called home. 

5) Days of Destruction (Jan-March) Massive Destruction all over the country 

6) First year of Tribulation-first two plagues. First one hits in the spring-lasts several months. Next 

one hits in August-November. 



7) Second year of Tribulation- Call out- spring (March). End of that year the invasion of Chinese and 

Russians. thirteen-month war starts. Mob/Gangs rule! Worse guerilla warfare in the history of the 

world. Both sides take heavy casualties.  

8) Third year of Tribulation- Invasion continues. Ten Tribes land and make their journey from the 

north. They wipe out gangs/mobs and later wipe out the Chinese on the way.  

9)Ten Tribes meet saints in Salt Lake City. Turn over their records to prophet. Those that are called 

return to Missouri. Meet other righteous along the way back to Missouri. 

Does this help?  

Question: Could you please explain missionaries staying in the field during a civil war? Seems 

unprecedented and irresponsible. Thank you for your efforts. 

The church opens and closes missions all the time. All the missionaries are called home before the 

Tribulation starts. He said he saw missionaries in the field until then. It doesn't mean that the church didn't 

call home and close missions before the civil war. Most of his visions were details of the three years of 

Tribulations. He was shown some details before that but they were limited. 

The civil war is fought mostly in the Northeast of the United States. Some fighting in California and a 

notable battle in Phoenix. Technically speaking, most of the missionaries would probably be safe in the 

field. The civil war could cause a rich missionary opportunity.  

Question: I appreciate your post dreamsofzion, very interesting. 

What I found of most interest was the emphasis on the civil war, the details of it, and that it is 

starting in Chicago. We read many with the Chicago beginnings of where things really breakdown but 

not many—none actually—have detail of the civil war as does Thomas. 



It is my belief, however, that before things go that far there will be a call out, in which I would hope 

to be a part. 

It is interesting that there is no mention of the UN, Chinese, or Russian troops. He might have seen 

this but has not mentioned it in the condensed post. There is also no mention of nuclear bombs or 

missiles from outside forces. 

This is also an interesting take on the fact that there will be a president after Obama, not many say 

that. Could very well be though. 

Thanks for your post dreamsofzion. Any further clarification or details would be appreciated. 

 Thomas saw the second civil war happen and then there were several years before the Tribulation 

happens. He saw the Russian/Chinese invade during the end of the second year of Tribulation. There were 

no nuclear bombs used by outside forces in the civil war. It is shocking to the rest of the world that we use 

nuclear bombs against our own citizens. It is one reason the Chinese and Russian decide to wipe us out 

when they invade. Before they think they will just enslave our population.  

I know nobody wants to live through a more difficult time but that is what Thomas saw. He did see 

the Russian and Chinese use nuclear bombs on US soil. They also will set off some EMPs, so those 

Faraday bags I saw at the Orem preparedness fair would be a good idea. The US won't really exist then. It 

really will be a blessing when they invade because they will take out the mobs. The thirteen-month war 

will see the worst guerilla warfare that has ever been seen.   

Question: dreamsofzion, I have been pondering a question regarding your timeline for several days 

now. You stated the civil war begins, and then several years later there is a call-out. I have been trying 

and trying to get that to fit with the prophecy that anyone who will not take up their sword to fight must 

needs flee to Zion. Can you shed any light on that? That prophecy seems like the gathering of the 

righteous must have already taken place prior to the US descending into civil war.  



I appreciate this post. Thomas did not say anything about the government ever failing. But, Joseph 

Smith prophesied it would be entirely overthrown. Has Thomas said anything of this? 

 The government holds together until the call out. Actually, the president dies and most of the 

government in a bunker from poisoned water. There will only be one US city that stands after the call out. 

That will be Salt Lake City because of the brethren and church records, not because of their 

righteousness. The government has lots of problems before and after the civil war. The civil war is very 

short, several months, not years. At first the civil war is almost a mob vs. unions. Then it is city vs. city 

then state vs. state. The Army tries to stay out of it but then is forced to join both sides. Not all states are 

involved. The Rocky Mountains stay out of it. The states and cities where unions are the strongest are the 

worse. The federal government has a lot of problems reining in the bloodshed. There is a time when, if 

you are in a certain state, they will put a gun in your hand and tell you, you are pro-union or anti-union. It 

is towards the very end of the war. The pro-union side tries to set off a nuclear bomb in Texas. That is 

thwarted. The anti-union realized that they must stop the pro-union side and sets off a nuke in Detroit. 

This ends the war. We never again are a world power. The rest of the world thinks the US has gone too 

far.  

Those that need to flee to Zion happens later during the Tribulation--after the Tribulation ends in the 

United States. Remember it is only three years in the US. Zion is established in a year. Every piece of 

land that can be farmed will be farmed. Luckily for us the Ten Tribes are amazing farmers. Righteous 

people from all over the planet will flock to Zion. This is where the prophecy that those that won't fight 

their neighbor must flee to Zion. 

I hope I explained that well enough. I am sure it is different for individuals but I think when people 

are shown dreams or visions they are shown events. They may or may not be told there is a space between 

events. For example: race riots, war, plagues, famine. They may report those four things but not know or 

not mention that there is several months or years between events. They all happen in the future but not all 

at the same time.  (And not everyone is affected to the same degree). 



Question: States do NOT control Nuclear weapons, ONLY the Feds do. 

 Feds will be involved. The army tries to stay out of it but can't and joins the fighting on both 

sides. This is a very out of control war. It is a terrible thing to set off a nuclear bomb on your own lands. It 

starts out as a war about unions and anti-union. People are already upset about the disaster of the 

economy. It quickly turns into a war about all old grudges. If you are the wrong color, political party, 

religion...watch your back. I picture Rednecks against the Liberals. Twenty-percent of our population 

dies. Fewer died in the first civil war. Does that tell you something about how terrible this war will be?   

Question: I've been confused by the comments on this thread about the Lost Ten Tribes returning. 

From the way they are talked about, I get the sense that they are an established group that comes in as 

some big strong advanced race of their own. It is my understanding that the Ten Tribes were scattered 

throughout the earth and that their descendants can be found in nearly every nation. I don't understand 

how they can be returning as a cohesive group when they are scattered across the globe. This is 

admittedly a topic about which I know very little, so if I'm confused, please, someone set me straight. A 

link to a thread on this topic would be appreciated. 

 There are many theories out there about where are the Ten Tribes. There is the Hollow Earth 

theory, the theory that the Ten Tribes are scattered throughout the earth, and that they were taken from the 

earth to return later. You can have a whole thread discussing all these theories. Everyone has their 

favorite. Thomas saw that they came back and landed in the north, traveling south down through Canada. 

He said that when they landed they opened all the artesian wells in northern America. He said in Nevada a 

large lake opened up in the center of the state. They called it Rose Lake because it looked like a rose from 

the air. This helped the saints plant crops for the masses that fled to Zion.   

Question: I thought the records were going with us during the callout?  



"I saw Salt Lake City become a great and beautiful city, cement sidewalks and streets, wealthy 

people, beautiful homes, extending almost to the top of the mountain south of the state prison. 

People became indifferent. War began among the people. I saw blood running down the gutters of 

Salt Lake City as if it were water. People fighting so much among themselves until it became so 

serious that the entire church records were taken across the Colorado River. 

If you are alive at that time, be sure you are not far behind the records because after the 

church records leave and are secure, the very powers of hell will be turned loose, and there will be 

such a destruction that but very little life will remain." 

~John Taylor 

  Thomas saw that the prophet waited for the Ten Tribes to meet them in Salt Lake City, 

then the prophet and the Ten Tribes traveled back to Missouri. Once they left the mobs rushed in and 

were destroyed by a massive earthquake. He did say there were several earthquakes before this but the 

last one was the worst.   

Question: I thought you said that at this time the callout had already happened- while the records 

and the Brethren were still in Salt Lake. No? 

I was trying to reconcile that with President Taylor's account. 

He stated that he saw that Salt Lake City would become a great city with many beautiful paved roads 

and streets of cement construction, and that the people had become wealthy. He saw that the city 

extended almost to the point of the mountain south of the new 1951 State prison. 

The people, he saw, had become quite indifferent to the counsel and advice of the authorities of the 

church, and were more interested in the accumulation of wealth than they were in living their religion. 

He told mother that he saw that war had been started, and that so great was the destruction of life 



within the city that blood ran down the gutters as though it were streams of water, and the violence was 

such that it would cause the destruction of the beautiful city. The people were fighting among 

themselves until it became necessary to remove the church records across the Colorado river. 

President Taylor said to mother, "If you are alive at that time, be sure that you are not behind the 

Church records, because after the Church records leave and are made secure, the very powers of hell 

would be turned loose, and there will be such destruction that there will be but little life remain, ---not 

only in Salt Lake City, but in adjoining cities also. And in Jackson County, Missouri civilization will become 

entirely extinct, and all means of transportation such as rail roads and highways will be destroyed, and 

the only means of travel will be on foot. 

I am not sure what you are getting at. The language and details are different but they saw the 

same thing. Thomas saw that the city was surrounded by mob/gangs. People were terrified. Some of the 

saints gathered at the temple and left with the prophet. Other people ran towards the mob to join them? 

They were slaughtered. He saw different details. Thomas saw that as soon as the records left disaster 

struck so did President Taylor. Yes, the war had already started. The prophet leaves Salt Lake City at the 

end of the third year, the thirteen-month war may still be going on. Actually, the Chinese never reach Salt 

Lake and are destroyed in Colorado.  

Yes, Missouri is desolate and all the way up to Great Lakes is completely destroyed by Locusts. The 

locusts eat houses, trees, animals, anything and everything. There is nothing left either because of the 

locust or earthquakes. Actually, Thomas says that they do walk part of the way but drive the rest. He saw 

people from Flagstaff walked the Grand Canyon because there were no roads but vehicles were waiting 

for them. 

I am not really concerned with slipping up. Thomas saw what he saw. If it is different there could be 

many reasons for it. It is not my concern. It is what it is. If it speaks to you and helps you, great, if not, 

move along, that is okay. I love the gospel, the prophet, the scriptures. Nothing is going to change that.   



Question: Perhaps I did not explain myself very well- sorry.  

According to President Taylor, when the Church records leave, we should not be far behind them 

because all hell l will break loose very soon thereafter. Apparently, a worse hell l than blood running 

down the streets of Salt Lake like water. 

This indicates to me that when the records are gone, so will the Saints be gone.  

You said that AFTER the call to gather, the Brethren were still in Salt Lake with the records. That's my 

dilemma.   

 The call out isn't the same for everyone. Some stay in their town or cities. Some go to tent cities 

and later consolidated to larger cities of light. Salt Lake City is the only city in the whole United States 

that doesn't fall after the call out. He didn't see the prophet leave Salt Lake City. I don't know why he 

didn't go to a tent city, maybe because it would make those tent cities targets. Maybe they need to protect 

the records. We have some friends that have some property in Snowflake. Thomas had a vision that it 

would be a place that VIP went instead of the other city of light in Snowflake. He said if they went to 

regular tent cities it would put others in danger. I think it’s like the two prophets in Jerusalem, through 

their priesthood they are able to hold off the armies.  

Question: I was speaking with a man that has worked on developing some of the Places of 

Refuge. Three, in particular. One over the mountains east of Cache Valley that can house up to 100,000 

people. He helped clear the land and witnessed the installation of a huge water line that linked to a lake 

a few miles away. The second is in the St. George area and is designed to accept up to 1,000,000 people. 

He said that non-LDS will be allowed in as well. The third is near the girl’s camp near Heber. He has a BIL 

that drives a semi-truck for the church and said his BIL told him that he has taken loads and loads of food 

back into those areas. He also told me that he has been there when Presidents Hinckley and Monson 



have been there surveying the property and the progress. He related several stories of challenges to the 

construction and how the Church dealt with unholy obstruction. Fascinating interview! 

Please keep in mind this is on the word of one brother and he is not a GA. This should not be 

taken as the final word on call outs. This can and will only come through our prophet. 

He said something that really took me back. I live in Cache Valley and have always thought and 

hoped that we would not have to go further into the mountains and live in tents. The Genesis for that 

thought came with the fact that Cache Valley is also to be a City of Refuge. But, He SAID That Even Cache 

Valley would need to be vacated for a while! Bummer. However, I'm not sure the source for his comment. 

I will ask a follow up question.  

Question: You folks in the West must really be in for it. Looks like the Tribulations are coming to 

Deseret like a whirlwind. However, since the Church doesn't seem to be building any "girls camps" in the 

Washington, DC area; I can only assume that I live in the land of milk and honey and that the destroying 

angel will pass us by... Please, please, please tell me that the destroying angel has no interest in us good 

folks in Washington! How do I know we're good folks? Easy! All the politicians I know say so! 

Thomas says that there aren't many church tent cities in the east. My personal opinion is that there 

will be a period of time before the call out that the Lord will get people where they need to be. There is a 

small period of time before the first year of Tribulation of natural disasters where I believe most if not all 

members of the church will flee to the Rocky Mountains area. I call this time period the Days of 

Destructions. The whole country will be rocked by natural disasters and the only safe place will be the 

Rocky Mountains. I think people will only do what is logical. The difficult thing about the last days is we 

have to be able to recognize the voice of the Lord so we will migrate to safety. That can be really 

difficult. I know I struggle between the voice of the Lord and my whole inner dialogue. My inner 



dialogue is really loud and she sounds so logical at times. The Lord's voice is softer and sometimes 

doesn't make logical sense. 

Washington DC will be a nightmare during the second civil war. Walls will be built after the civil 

war. After the call out, when Washington DC falls, only gangs will be left. It will be a blessing when the 

Russians nuke it. Russians will only nuke it to make a point that they are in charge now. The government 

will be gone before the call out.  

I hope it is okay to share something that Thomas saw about children in the future. He said that 

there will be lots of abandoned children. He said some of the children will be abandoned because their 

parents were killed in the second civil war. He said there will be a short time when boarding schools 

become popular and then parents just abandon them there. He said as the economic situation worsens that 

public schools are abandoned. Parents, but especially mothers, start walking away from their children. As 

a mother of eight, I found this shocking, but then in conference I heard one of the speakers mention this 

and realized that this is truly starting to happen on a large scale. Mothers simply won't want to bother with 

mothering. He said that even before the call out that members of the church will be adopting children on a 

large scale. I think of all my friends that struggled with infertility over the years and am happy that they 

will be given chances in the future for motherhood. As a former foster mother, my heart breaks for all the 

abandoned children. I home schooled my youngest two children. I used to keep all my old books to be 

used in the tent cities. When we moved, I gave them all to my oldest daughter so she could home school 

her youngest two. I asked her to hold on to them for the tent cities as we would need to educate lots of 

children. 

Question: I'd love to hear more. Is Trump the "conservative" Thomas saw win the election? Very 

interesting indeed. He will likely govern as a conservative (I hope) although I doubt he has always been 

one. 



 No, he doesn't think so. He does think Trump is the person who is going to get the US out of debt 

before the Tribulations. He may be the president during the second civil war. I have another family 

member who saw Trump as president in 2020. She said it was a very bad year and Trump looked like he 

had been through hell. 

Question: Would you mind expounding on East Texas? Was this in a dream this area was 

disclosed? Do you have further information on East Texas area? 

 In East Texas near a large lake will be a tent city. A unique experience happens here. Soon after 

the gathering to this tent city many starving southern people walk to their gates begging for food. The 

leaders try turning them away. Some tent city citizens, led by a medical doctor, want to feed them. Their 

leaders warn them against this as there is only enough food for those in the city. The citizens who want to 

feed them leave the tent city with their food storage. They are killed as soon as their food is all eaten. 

I think something most people even on AVOW don't get is that by the time of the call out we will 

be living in a very different world. Our population will be almost half of what it is today. We will have 

already witnessed the second civil war. We will have already experienced a financial depression. More 

righteous will understand the importance of food storage and prepping. I know I store more than is 

required for my family because I love my family and friends and I don't want to leave them behind. 

Thomas said that lots of people die and leave inheritances of food and money that allow lots of people to 

get ready. Try to be kind and patient with your family and friends. Sometimes we can look like zealots to 

them. Things are going to change very soon. It takes time, knowledge and the Holy Ghost to gather food 

storage and supplies. They are going to need us, our knowledge and expertise, and we are going to need 

each other. 

 Question: Dreams of Zion. While I do not dispute your opinion based upon Thomas' dreams etc, I 

was wondering how you reconcile the obvious differences between what Thomas saw and what others 

saw who are generally accepted as being true. 



The reason being that what adds to the veracity of many of these NDE's, dreams and visions is 

how they mesh with one another, as well as prophecy. 

Sarah, Hector, Julie, Suzanne, Spencer, and Thomas are all very different people with different 

life experiences and they had different spiritual experiences. Sarah, Julie, and Suzanne had NDEs. Hector 

has dreams. Thomas has visitation and visions. They also live in different parts of the country. They were 

different ages with different missions. Thomas was only fourteen when he had most of his experiences. 

None of them were given years. They all felt things would happen soon. He had a difficult time 

explaining the economic situation to us because of his age. As he has gotten older, he has been able to 

explain it better. The only reason Thomas doesn't think everything will happen next year (2016) is 

because of the technology that he saw. In Thomas's visions events were broken down into blocks of time. 

He first was shown the three years of tribulation. Then when he asked questions he was shown early 

events, the civil war, the economic turmoil, technology, etc. He wasn't shown what happens in the rest of 

the world only North America. When he asked questions about the rest of the world he was only told 

about Australia as far as I know.  

I don't think there are any obvious differences. I think if they all sat down together they would all 

agree they had been shown the same thing. I think the differences have to do in the way they are 

presented. Different things interest them. I am sure all of them were most interested in their own personal 

roles in the future and that of their families. A young man is going to have different concerns than a 

mother or father. Thomas knows lots of details about Arizona because that is where he is from. He asked 

lots of questions about his family. I know Julie, Hector, Suzanne, and Spencer did the same thing. 

Question: I'm from PA and I strongly believe there are places of refuge for is eastern saints. 

I think what most people aren't getting is how extremely different the world will be by the time of 

the call out. After the civil war, very few saints will want to live in the East. Frankly, you won't feel safe. 

Most of the business opportunities will be in the Rocky Mountains. Also, before the Tribulation there will 



be massive, massive destruction on both coasts. There will be another massive exodus then too. People 

will travel from city to town looking for safety. I think that is why so few of the people who have visions 

saw many tent cities in those areas. Our numbers will also be half of what they are now. It will be a 

different world then. 

Question: Ezra Taft Benson taught: "Concerning the United States, the Lord revealed to his 

prophets that its greatest threat would be a vast, worldwide "secret combination" which would not only 

threaten the United States but also seek to "overthrow the freedom of all lands, nations, and countries" 

(Ether 8:25).  

In connection with an attack on the United States, the Lord told the Prophet Joseph Smith there 

would be an attempt to overthrow the country by destroying the Constitution. Joseph Smith predicted 

that the time would come when the Constitution would hang, as it were, by a thread, and at that time 

"this people will step forth and save it from the threatened destruction." (Journal History, Brigham 

Young's Speech, July 4, 1854.)  

It is my conviction that the elders of Israel, widely spread over the nation, will at that crucial time 

successfully rally the righteous of our country and provide the necessary balance of strength to save the 

institutions of constitutional government."  

Now, my understanding is that after the thirteen-month war there is no USA government 

anymore. It all is ruled by the Kingdom of God out of the New Jerusalem from then on. So why would the 

Elders be rallying the righteous to save the institutions of constitutional government (I'm assuming of the 

USA, correct me if I'm wrong) if this government is to be thrown off and the Kingdom of God is to take its 

place? And how do the Elders that are "widely spread over the nation" rally the righteous if they are 

isolated in camps? And how do we reconcile the words of Orson Pratt: 



"When the time comes that the saints of the Lamb of God are scattered upon all the face of the 

earth, among all nations and kingdoms of the gentiles, and the multitudes gather against them to 

battles, we shall not find such unwise prayers answered (that the saints would be gathered). The saints, 

instead of being all gathered out, will still be among the nations, for the power of the Lamb of God to 

descend upon the saints of the Most High God that are among all the nations and kingdoms of the 

gentiles, and not only upon these, but also upon His covenant people, the descendants of Jacob; 'and 

they are to be armed with righteousness and the power of God in great glory'. But gather them all out, 

and where have you got your saints? It would completely falsify this saying." (Journal of Discourses 

7:186) 

It is my understanding that the saints and other righteous never forget the concepts and spirit of 

the Constitution. Thomas saw intense and earnest studying of the Constitution takes place in the tent 

cities. When Zion is established the concepts and spirit of the Constitution are never forgotten and is used 

as the central document of government. The Constitution never dies, even though the United States as we 

know it dies. It just becomes the United States of Zion. 

Question: That is very detailed DreamsofZion. Thank you.  

A genuine question - your details are different to those already published we've all read. Why do you 

think that is? Are they your various dreams or ideas pieced together from others dreams? 

I'm an Aussie and very concerned about the Chinese invasion, do you have more details for us like cities 

of light and where they may be? 

My timeline is from a male family member. He had many visitations and visions over many 

months. I have read all of the dreams and visions but none of the information I provided was from those. I 

tried to be careful about that because I know my family member's information is more detailed. I don't 

think his information conflicts with any dream or vision I have ever read. 

 



I want to make a general insight into everyone who has ever received a dream or vision. When dreams or 

vision are given they are usually given for a certain situation if everything remains the same. They are 

cautionary tales. I have also heard many times in conference general authorities say that if we don't repent 

this is what is going to happen. The Lord hopes we repent. Many times, these dreams and visions do 

cause change. I read a vision about a lady that it would be nice to stay in her home and have people set up 

tents on her property. While she was thinking this scenario, a vision opened up and she saw the Chinese 

rush into her home and kill her family and herself. She immediately got on her knees and repented. A 

personal note, my family member saw us leave on the call out and go to the Tucson, AZ, tent city. We 

never thought we would leave Tucson and were comfortable with this scenario. Well, things happened 

and we moved to Utah this week. Do I believe what he saw is invalid? No. Things changed, we changed 

our situation and it is okay. For reason I don't know now, the Lord decided he needed us in Utah. I think 

we can pray away the micro events not the macro events. I think it is possible to improve the situation for 

our family but we aren't going to change the Lord's timing of the tribulations. 

I wish I knew more about Australia but I do know that there will be safe places all over the world. 

But once the Chinese and Russian leave the United States get here as soon as you can because you no 

longer will be safe in Australia. The ocean will be dangerous but there will be a way into the US. After 

the Chinese and Russians leave America we will start planting crops everywhere. The ten tribes are 

amazing farmers. I have been writing a fiction book about this so this is my personal opinion. I think that 

the prophet may warn people to leave other countries. I think we are seeing seeds of this by the current 

slaughter of Christians.  

I actually know where lots of the tent cities will be but I don't want to say because it would be 

dangerous for them to be known. I have no idea where we will go if we stay in Utah. Not everyone will 

go to a tent city. I know that some people in California will take over abandoned city blocks. Some towns 

in Utah will stay put. Everyone's situation will be different. There will be very few tent cities in the east 

side of United States. I don't think very many saints stay in the East Coast after the Days of Destruction or 



maybe they move after the civil war? I do know one of the tent cities in the northeast will be invaded by 

the Russians. The Russians are brutal and more wicked than the Chinese.  

I hope this was helpful. 

Question: Where do you stand on the GA Smith vision, because your time frame doesn't square 

with it. 

I disagree. I answered this is another post but you have to remember that all dreams and visions 

are cautionary tales. They are given at a certain time for a certain reason. "If everything remains constant 

then this is what will happen..." That is why later visions are more accurate than earlier visions because 

people repent or things change slightly. I believe that God has a macro view--the big picture is always the 

same--but because of agency we can slightly affect our micro view. Otherwise, what would be the point 

of preparing and repenting? GA Smith had his vision in 1946—details changed but the big picture stays 

the same. Even the person who recorded this vision has backtracked on some of the details. An example is 

the Greek president part, now he is saying he just wasn't of European descent. I think in most dreams and 

visions people are shown parts of events and they think they will happen all at once not realizing that 

there could be several years between events. What also influences our interpretation is our age, 

background, and worldview. John the Revelator tried to explain our war machines to the early saints and 

they couldn't comprehend what was explained. 

Question: (Posted February 2017) Can you tell us now, if it was Trump that your daughter saw? 

Yes, Trump is who my daughter saw. This was in 2013 when Trump would run every Presidential 

cycle, get bored and drop out. I told her she didn't need to worry about him because he never takes 

running for president seriously. Truthfully, I thought we would have the very conservative president next 

so I was trying to pick out the most right-winger running. In the spring of 2016 I had her look at the line-

up of who was running and she picked him out. No one is more surprised than me. It also means that we 



have almost a decade before the tribulation starts. I think what she saw was Trump during or just after the 

civil war in 2020. 

Question: DreamsofZion, can you help me understand why you think the tribulations are almost 

a decade away? Is it because we have to get through Trump's presidency and into the really 

conservative's presidency? Thank you for clarifying for me, and anyone else who might be curious. 

The reason I think it's several years away is I believe we still have the following events: 

1) The Great Apostasy/the Great Hastening 

2) The Second Civil War or civil uprisings 

3) Time of great technology advances (Both Thomas and my daughter saw incredible technology 

advances which have not happened yet) 

4) Several years break between civil war and the tribulations  

5) Days of Destruction 

6) Finally the tribulation starts. Very conservative president is in office 

Thomas has no idea how much time we have. He just looks for events and many still need to happen. I 

posted them on another post. But my husband thinks the civil war could happen this summer (2017). I 

think it will happen 2019/2020.  

My husband thinks the Tribulation could happen 2021. My guess is 2028. 

Things never seem to happen the way I picture them. We'll all see! 

I worry about my children the longer it takes. I know things will only get worse spiritually. That's scary to 

me. 

 

 


